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ABSTRACT 

Energy is an important foundation of human survival and society development, and 

the world’s energy demand is still increasing year by year. Nowadays, carbon-based 

energies are still the major section in the world’s energy consumption. For a long time 

in the future, carbon-based energies cannot be replaced completely. Thermochemical 

conversion is considered as the best way to convert carbon-based energies into various 

convenient energies since it realizes the possibility of removal of harmful impurities 

such as tar, sulfur and so on. In general, the products are usually cooled down before 

purification because the purification technologies at high temperature condition are not 

yet mature. However, a large amount of exergy is always lost during cooling and 

purification processes. Therefore, the process design with complete tar conversion and 

highly efficient exergy recuperation is the key issue in the carbon-based energy 

utilization system. This dissertation, on the one hand, considers novel design and 

optimization of gasifier to give a guidance in application of the multi-stage gasification 

system. On the other hand, advanced small-scale biomass power generation system and 

highly efficient dry reforming of methane system were designed and analyzed. It 

includes 7 chapters. 

Firstly, a Eulerian-Eulerian model incorporating the kinetic theory of granular flow 

is adopted to simulate the gas-solids flow behaviors in a dense downer below a 

conventional downer, which could be used for the further pyrolysis of coal and/or 

decomposition of tar on the generated char before the char and tar are completely 

separated in a triple-bed combined circulating fluidized bed (TBCFB) system. The high 

solids holdup in the dense downer can enhance the heat transfer to completely pyrolyze 
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coal as well as decompose the heavy tar, avoiding the negative impact of pyrolysis 

products on the char gasification. In order to obtain the optimal structural parameters 

and operating conditions and evaluate the performance of this dense downer, the 

influences of downer diameter, cone angle and solids mass flux on the hydrodynamic 

behaviors are investigated in details. The results demonstrate that the solids holdup in 

the dense downer can be increased, however, the maximum solids holdup is limited to 

approximately 0.4 owing to the ultimate carrying capacity. Moreover, it is found that 

there is a peak solids holdup in the annular region near the wall whereas many particles 

concentrate at the center in the high-density operation states. Meanwhile, the unique 

solids radial distribution could be caused by the radial movement of particles. Moreover, 

the intense collisions and turbulence caused by high velocity could inhibit agglomerates, 

which should be benefit for the heat transfer. It is expected that these results could offer 

a guidance for the design of such a dense downer for effective improvement of the 

efficiency of the pyrolyzer. 

Secondly, a small-scale highly-efficient combined heat and power generation 

system with a separated-type biomass gasification process combining the energy/exergy 

recuperation is proposed for the first time. The spatial subdivision of the processes for 

the biomass pyrolysis, char combustion, tar reforming and catalyst regeneration is 

adopted by using a separated-type biomass gasifier design to realize the optimization of 

each conversion step and improve the whole system performance. To obtain the 

maximum power generation efficiency, the energy flow and exergy flow in the system 

are analyzed in details and the operating condition of the gasification system is 

optimized. The results demonstrate that the relatively low temperature as well as low 

steam/carbon ratio in the tar reformer should be conducive to the improvement of 
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energy and exergy efficiencies. In the optimum operation condition, the biomass input 

of 548.86 kW (higher heating value) could generate 263.65 kW of electrical power with 

the total energy and exergy efficiencies of 37.9% and 43.2%, respectively, in which 

153.44 kW of energy could be recuperated back to the gasification process by air and 

steam with 136.56 kW of energy obtained from gas turbine exhaust to enhance the 

whole power generation efficiency. It is expected to provide a new design concept for 

the development of high-efficient small-scale biomass gasification system for the 

combined heat and power generation. 

Thirdly, the hydrodynamics of a small-scale separated-type biomass gasification 

system are investigated by the simulation based on cold model to assess two kind of gas 

seal structures between BFB and riser. In the case of only siphon structure, due to the 

low solids mass flux, the intended pressure balance between BFB and riser cannot be 

maintained, causing that air of riser breaks through the moving bed layer and flows into 

BFB sometimes. The flow behavior of BFB and riser presents a special periodicity. 

Compared with only a siphon structure, the combination of siphon configuration and 

seal tank shows better gas seal performance. Because of the resistance of configuration 

of partition and sand particles accumulated at the left side of seal tank, the injected air 

can be well directed to the riser. 

Finally, a novel separated-type autothermal dry reforming of methane (S-ATDRM) 

system is proposed and simulated, in which the methane dry reforming combined with 

methane partial oxidation is performed in a circulating fluidized bed with exergy 

recuperation to eliminate the negative effect of the products of CH4 partial oxidation on 

the DRM reaction and further improve the CO2 conversion efficiency. The results 

demonstrate that this S-ATDRM system can achieve an exergy efficiency of 87.2%, and 
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about 1055.7 kW of exergy can be recuperated from the crude syngas cooling process 

and reused for the pre-heating of feedstocks of CO2, O2 and CH4. It is found that the 

largest exergy destruction in this system occurs in the partial oxidation reactor, which 

accounts for about 63.1% of the total exergy loss. Comparing with the conventional 

ATDRM system, although the exergy of S-ATDRM system is decreased by 

approximately 0.1%, the CO2 conversion is substantially increased by about 11.3%. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1   Prospective carbon-based energies 

Energy is an important foundation of human survival and society development. 

Nowadays, carbon-based energies account for about 85% of the world’s energy 

supplement according to the report of International Energy Agency (IEA) [1]. The 

carbon-based energies play a crucial role in power generation plant, chemical industry, 

community heating and so on. Although governments and organizations around the 

world are trying to develop new energy to replace the carbon-based energies, for a long 

time in the future, carbon-based energies are still the major fuel in global energy 

consumption due to the limitation of economic and technological development and 

energy resource distribution. 

In the past several hundred years, a large number of high-quality carbon-based 

energies have been exploited and utilized. With the large consumption and reduction of 

high-quality carbon-based energies, the low-quality carbon-based energies, such as low-

rank coals, have gotten widespread attention from various fields of research and 

engineering [2]. Low-rank coals accounts for approximately half of all global coal 

deposits and are widely distributed in the world [2-4]. Since the low-rank coals 

characterized by low heating value and high moisture and ash contents, they are not 

suitable to be directly used as fuel in industrial process [4]. Moreover, the combustion 

of low-rank coals without pretreatment can result in serious emissions of nitrogen 

species (NH3, HCN, NOx, etc.), sulfur species (H2S, SOx, etc.) and particulate matters 
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(PM), which have severely damaged the health of humanity. Consequently, 

development and application of clean coal technology (CCT), which is designed to 

reduce emission of pollutants associated with coal combustion and gasification, have 

turned to be the key issue of utilization of low-rank coals in the future. 

As one of clean low-rank coals utilization technologies, gasification is a well-

established way to convert coal into syngas (mainly consists of hydrogen (H2), carbon 

monoxide (CO), methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2)). As shown in Fig. 1-1, coal 

gasification can bypass the conventional coal combustion process and provide a good 

chance of removing sulfur, nitrogen compounds and particulates [5]. Due to the 

advantages of gasification, the low-rank coals can be widely used for electrical power 

generation or for chemical processes such as synthesis of liquid fuels (Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis), ammonia and methanol production [6-9]. In power generation, compared to 

the Rankine cycle based steam turbine, the Brayton cycle based gas turbine with rapid 

response shows a better performance [10]. Moreover, the high temperature exhaust 

produced from gas turbine can be fed into a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) to 

generate steam that will work in steam turbine for additional power generation [11]. 

Therefore, considering environmental protection and high-efficiency power generation, 

integrated coal gasification combined cycle (IGCC) technique has been a very popular 

alternative to conventional fossil-fuel power plants. In recent years, many novel designs 

such as integrated coal gasification fuel cell combined cycle power generating 

technology (IGFC), advanced IGCC system (A-IGCC), advanced IGFC system (A-

IGFC), and super IGFC system have been proposed to further increase power 

generation efficiency [12]. 
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Fig. 1-1 Schematic of coal/biomass gasification process and syngas applications. 

With the development of coal gasification, the gasification technology in biomass 

utilization has also attracted increasingly extensive attention and shows a booming 

prospect [13]. Biomass can be defined as one of the renewable and sustainable carbon-

based energy resources which can provide stable electricity and heat [14]. Especially, 

the carbon dioxide produced from the utilization of biomass can be captured by 

afforestation, preventing the carbon dioxide from exacerbating global warming [15]. 

Therefore, as environmentally friendly natural energy, the biomass is becoming more 

and more important and generally considered to replace the traditional fossil fuels to 

generate electricity in the future [16]. Nevertheless, the net biomass to electricity 

efficiencies of conventional combustion-type power plants are still low, which only 

range from 20% to 30% (based on lower heating value (LHV)) [17]. In addition, the 

high specific investment cost and emissions of acid gases such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) 

and sulfur oxides (SOx) are also essential to be solved [18]. Thus, the biomass 
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gasification based combined heat and power (CHP) systems with high thermal 

efficiency and excellent pollutants removing capability have become the main stream in 

the application of biomass energy [19]. Same as coal gasification, the syngas produced 

from biomass gasification also consists of H2, CO, CH4 CO2, indicating that the biomass 

gasification also can be used to provide raw materials for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, 

ammonia and methanol production. 

Among the carbon-based energy resources, in addition to low-rank coals and 

biomass, methane also shows a booming prospect. From 1990 to 2018, the consumption 

of natural gas increases by about 70.6% [1]. In recent years, due to the discovery of 

abundant shale gas reserves and the development of fracturing technology, methane has 

been one of preferred energy resources [20]. Generally, methane can also be considered 

as renewable energy resources. Under anaerobic conditions, methane can be generated 

by fermentation of various substrates, such as biomass, food waste, living stock manure, 

and wastewater [20, 21]. Moreover, the abundant methane resources can be used not 

only as a fuel, but also to deal with the climate change caused by CO2 [22]. 

As we all know, the utilization of carbon-based energies results in the global 

warming, which deteriorates climate now. According to the report of Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), average temperature of earth has already reached 1°C 

above the pre-industrial level, resulting in warmer ocean, more acidic and less 

productive [23]. CO2 is the second greenhouse gases (GHG) after water vapor and 

contributes to about 26% of greenhouse effect [24]. From International Energy Agency 

(IEA), the total global CO2 emission from energy source was approximately 33.5 Gt per 

year [25]. Due to the unstable and uneven temporal and spatial distribution of water 
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vapor, water vapor is generally not taken into consideration when planning measures to 

refrain the greenhouse effect. Therefore, the application of CO2 capture and storage 

(CCS) becomes key to mitigate the global warming. Nowadays, about 40 Mt of CO2 is 

captured from power and industrial facilities each year [26]. However, the conventional 

technology of CO2 capture and storage in subsurface formations greatly increases 

industrial costs, causing it to lose economic competitiveness [27]. National Energy 

Technology Laboratory (NETL) has reported that integrating of CO2 capture unit 

(monoethanolamine as the solvent of absorption) into coal combustion power plant 

would cost approximately 80 US dollar per ton CO2 and decrease about 10.6% of total 

efficiency [28]. In order to release some of the pressure on the CCS cost, it is urgent to 

develop effective technology of CO2 utilization. 

Currently, dry reforming of methane (DRM) has been researched and applied 

extensively, since much CO2 can be consumed and converted to high value-added 

syngas during DRM process. And the produced syngas has a ratio of H2 to CO close to 

1, which is suitable for Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) synthesis of long chain hydrocarbons or 

can be directly used as a fuel for solid oxide fuel cells [29-31]. Moreover, compared 

with other CH4 reforming processes, DRM technology can decrease about 20% of 

operating cost [29]. 

As indicated above, the abundant and cheap low-rank coals, biomass and methane 

have great advantages to alleviate the energy shortage in the future. How to improve the 

efficiency and avoid the emission of pollutions becomes the key for utilization of the 

carbon-based energies. In this chapter, coal/biomass gasification technologies and 

applications and methane dry reforming technologies are introduced and discussed. 
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1.2   Coal/biomass gasification 

1.2.1   Mechanism of coal/biomass gasification 

Coal/biomass gasification is a thermochemical conversion process, in which 

carbonaceous substances are converted into syngas in the presence of a gasifying agent 

(air, steam, oxygen, CO2 or a mixture of them) at high temperatures. The coal/biomass 

gasification processes usually undergo 4 steps, i.e., drying, pyrolysis, oxidation and 

reduction as follow: 

Drying Generally, the coal/biomass is dried before entering into gasifier since 

moisture has a great negative effect on the overall gasification thermodynamics [32]. 

Especially, some low rank coal or fresh biomass has a high inherent moisture content 

ranging from 45 to 66 wt% (wet basis) [33]. 

Pyrolysis This step usually occurs at the temperatures greater than about 320 ℃ 

[34]. In the pyrolysis, some chemical bonds in coal/biomass are broken and the 

coal/biomass will be decomposed into volatiles with various molecular weights and char. 

After cooling to ambient temperature, some volatiles composed of heavy organic and 

inorganic molecules will become a black, viscous and corrosive liquid, which is called 

as tar. While, the solid residue mainly containing carbon is called char. 

Oxidation At this step, volatiles and some chars are oxidized or partial oxidized 

with oxygen (O2) to CO, CO2 and water vapor (H2O). The oxidation reactions are 

exothermic and can provide heat for the endothermic reduction reactions. 

Reduction This step occurs at temperatures in the range 800-1200 °C, in which the 
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char reacts with gasifying agents to produce the syngas. Moreover, the steam reforming 

and water-gas shift (WGS) reaction also occur at this step. 

The main reactions occurring during coal/biomass gasification are summarized as 

follows [13, 34, 35]: 

Pyrolysis reaction: 

/Coal biomass Char Volatiles→ +  (1-1) 

Oxidation reactions: 

2 2 2 2 2 2Volatiles O CO H CO H O H S SO+ → + + + + +  (1-2) 

22 2C O CO+ →  (1-3) 

2 2C O CO+ →  (1-4) 

2 22 2CO O CO+ →  (1-5) 

2 2 22 2H O H O+ →  (1-6) 

4 2 22 2 4CH O CO H+ → +  (1-7) 

4 2 2 22 2CH O CO H O+ → +  (1-8) 

Char gasification reactions: 

2 2C H O CO H+  +  (1-9) 

2 2C CO CO+   (1-10) 

2 42C H CH+   (1-11) 

Water-gas shift reaction: 

2 2 2CO H O CO H+  +  (1-12) 

Methane reforming reaction: 
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4 2 23CH H O CO H+  +  (1-13) 

4 2 22 2CH CO CO H+  +  (1-14) 

Ash slagging: 

Ash Slag→  (1-15) 

1.2.2   Gasifying agents 

From these gasification reactions (Eqs. (1-1)-(1-15)), it should be noted that the 

gasifying agent has a significant effect on the compositions of produced syngas. The 

usually used gasifying agents include air, O2, steam (H2O), CO2 and their mixtures. 

Table 1-1 shows a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of various gasifying 

agents. 

The coal/biomass gasification with air is a mature technology and has been widely 

used. The abundance of air greatly reduces the cost of coal gasification. In the case of 

using air as the gasifying agent, partial oxidation occurs to provide heat for the 

endothermic reactions. Moreover, air gasification has been proved to give a higher net 

thermal efficiency than oxygen gasification [36]. However, a serious dilution of the 

produced syngas by the nitrogen in the air is inevitable, resulting in a relatively lower 

heating value. Meanwhile, the large air-blown volume can lower the temperature in the 

gasifier, which causes negative effect on the gasification rate [37].  

Similar as air gasification, the oxygen gasification is also an autothermal process. 

Due to no dilution effect of nitrogen, the produced syngas has a higher heating value. 

After the syngas is combusted as a fuel, the main components of the exhaust are CO2 
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and H2O, which can reduce the difficulty of CO2 capture and storage (CCS) (Prabu and 

Jayanti 2012). On the other hand, in the case of using pure oxygen, the generation of 

oxygen from air needs an air separation unit (ASU), which will significantly increase 

the cost due to the high electrical consumption [38]. 

Table 1-1 Advantages and disadvantages of various gasifying agents. 

Gasifying agent Advantages Disadvantages 

Air Abundant and low-cost 

Autothermal process 

High net thermal efficiency 

Nitrogen dilution of syngas 

Decreasing temperature in the 

gasifier 

Oxygen Autothermal process 

Favor of CO2 capture and 

storage 

High heating value 

High-cost 

Steam Low operating temperature 

High heating value 

High H2 content 

Heating demand 

Carbon dioxide Reducing the cost of CO2 

capture and storage 

High heating value 

Low reaction rate 

Heating demand 

 

Steam gasification of coal/biomass can produce gaseous fuel with relatively higher 

heat value and hydrogen content, which is suitable for high-efficient fuel cells and 

hydrogen engines. Compared to the oxygen-blown gasification process at high 
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temperatures (1100-1500 ℃), the steam gasification is usually carried out at lower 

temperatures (700-900 ℃) [18]. However, since the steam gasification is an 

endothermic process, how to realize a stable heat supplement has to be considered. To 

solve the problem of heat input, the steam is often used as a gasification agent together 

with oxygen or air. Furthermore, the steam gasification also can get heat from 

combustion via heat carrier particles in a circulating fluidized bed (CFB). 

The carbon dioxide gasification can partly reuse the captured CO2 and reduce the 

cost of CCS to some extent. Similar as the steam gasification, the CO2 gasification is 

also an endothermic process. However, the operating temperature of CO2 gasification is 

usually higher than 900 ℃ due to slower reaction rate than gasification with other 

gasifying agents [39]. 

1.2.3   Types of gasifier 

In the coal/biomass gasification industry, the gasifiers commonly used include the 

fixed bed reactor/moving bed reactor, the fluidized bed reactor and the entrained flow 

reactor. The main difference between them is the distribution and interaction of gas-

solid phases in the gasifier. 

1.2.3.1   Fixed bed gasifier 

The fixed bed gasifier is also named as the moving bed gasifier because of the slow 

motion of the solid phase in the continuous operation. According to the flow 

configuration of solid-gas phases, the fixed bed gasifier is divided into two types: co-

current downdraft gasifier and counter-current updraft gasifier (Fig. 1-2). The biggest 

advantage of the fixed bed gasifier is its simple structure and easy operation. Herein, the 
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counter-current updraft configuration is more flexible than downdraft gasifier [40]. 

However, their temperature distributions are always nonuniform and tar is easily 

generated, which increases the difficult of syngas purification. Especially, compared 

with the downdraft gasifier, more tar in the syngas could be produced from the updraft 

gasifier [41]. 

 

Fig. 1-2 Configuration diagrams of downdraft (left) and updraft gasifiers (right) 

(modified from Ref. [40]) 

1.2.3.2   Fluidized bed gasifier 

The fluidized bed gasifier (illustrated in Fig. 1-3) has been extensively applied in 

the industrial process of coal gasification [42]. In the fluidized bed reactor, the 

coal/biomass or catalyst particles can show a flow state like liquid under the action of 

gas, which can enhance the interaction between solids and gas and refrain the formation 

of hot spots [43]. However, many fly-ashes and tar could enter the purification units 
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along with the generated syngas, leading to the increase of purification cost and risk of 

tube blockage [44]. Moreover, in the recent years, circulating fluidized bed systems 

have been received much interest as the high-efficiency coal/biomass gasification 

processes for the production of syngas [18]. The circulating fluidized bed (CFB) system 

usually consists of two or three fluidized beds and other auxiliary equipment. In the 

CFB system, the endothermic gasification process can be separated from combustion 

process by the circulation of heat carrier particles. In addition, the spatial subdivision 

prevents the produced syngas from mixing with combustion exhaust to avoid the syngas 

being diluted. 

 

Fig. 1-3 Diagrams of fluidized bed (left) and circulating fluidized bed (right) 

1.2.3.3   Entrained flow gasifier 

The entrained flow gasifiers (illustrated in Fig. 1-4) are the most extensively used 

industrial-scale gasifiers due to their flexibility and low tar content in the products [40]. 
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Generally, the coal/biomass particles are injected with gasifying agents at a high speed, 

and then the coal/biomass particles in entrained flow gasifiers show a suspension mode. 

The unique gas-solid flow can achieve a rapid gasification process, however, 

coal/biomass is required to be pulverized [45]. The entrained flow gasifiers usually 

operate at a temperature range of 1200-1600 °C and a pressure range of 2-8 MPa, 

resulting in a high carbon conversion [40]. However, the corrosion and erosion of high 

temperature molten slag on the refractory linings are serious, which limits the choice of 

refractory materials [46]. 

 

Fig. 1-4 Diagram of typical entrained flow gasifier (left) and two-stage entrained flow 

gasifier (right) 

1.2.4   Exergy recuperation in gasification system 

The exergy is usually used to express the maximum useful work from a thermal 

system. In other words, the exergy based on the second law of thermodynamics can be 
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used for the effective evaluation the energy conversion quality in a system. Generally, 

the high-temperature crude syngas produced from the gasifier cannot be used as a gas 

fuel directly due to the existence of many impurities and toxic substances such as sulfur 

oxides, nitrogen oxides and particulate matters in it. It is noted that the syngas 

purification unit is indispensable in a plant. Since the technologies of the high-

temperature purification are still immature, conventional commercial gasification plants 

typically employ high temperature heat exchangers to cool down the hot syn-gas before 

the purification [47]. However, during the process of cooling, a large amount of heat 

(physical exergy) is released, leading to a great exergy loss and an obvious decrease of 

whole thermal efficiency in the gasification system [48]. Therefore, avoiding the exergy 

loss as much as possible and reusing them are very critical to a thermal system. 

In order to recuperate the physical exergy, some heat-exchange equipment has to 

be set. However, the conventional heat exchangers cannot be used to cool down the 

crude syngas directly, since the entrained particles in the crude syngas are molten or 

sticky. In addition, the temperatures are too high for the heat exchangers [49]. Thus, a 

quench unit has to be added between the gasifier and the convective syngas cooler (heat 

exchanger) to rapidly cool down the syngas temperature to 700-900 °C. In the design of 

Fig. 1-5(a), partial cold syngas is recycled to mix with the high-temperature crude 

syngas for realizing the cooling-down to approximately 900 °C after the particle filter 

[50]. Then the syngas can be cooled by heat exchangers, and much high and/or 

intermediate pressure steams are produced simultaneously. The second design is the use 

of a radiant syngas quench (Fig. 1-5(b)). In the radiant quench, the crude syngas is 

firstly cooled to about 700 °C, thereby producing a high-pressure steam based on the 
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radiation heat transfer. The crude syngas is further cooled down in convective syngas 

coolers after removing the solidified slag [49]. Generally, the exergy in produced steam 

can be converted to electricity energy, or recycled to gasifier for the steam gasification 

process to achieve the maximum of thermal efficiency. 

Another design (Fig. 1-5(c)) is named as the direct water quench or partial water 

quench, whereby the hot raw syngas is cooled down to about 200 °C by a direct water 

injection. Although the generated steam cannot be recovered due to mixing with syngas, 

additional steam is not required prior to the water-gas shift reaction, which can save 

much exergy and is beneficial to the H2 generation as well as the CO2 capture [47]. 

Furthermore, the water quench can remove out the solidified slag as well as water 

soluble components such as NH3 and HCl [49]. 

 

Fig. 1-5 Schematics of various syngas cooling designs. 

1.2.5   Purification of gasification products 

1.2.5.1   Carbon dioxide removal 

CO2 emission from coal/biomass is larger than other fossil fuels due to its high 
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carbon content. The serious greenhouse effect has forced modern coal/biomass chemical 

industry to develop CCS technologies for the realization of zero-CO2-emission. 

Simultaneously, the high cost of CCS makes commercial industries have to consider the 

recovery and utilization of CO2. 

Various processes have been tried to separate the CO2 from syngas: physical ab-

sorption, chemical absorption, solids adsorption, membranes separation, and cryo-genic 

separation. However, membranes separation and cryogenic separation are not yet 

suitable for large coal/biomass gasification plants due to high cost and high electricity 

consumption [28]. In addition, the industrial scale membranes for the CO2 separation do 

not yet exist and are being developed [51]. Therefore, the physical or chemical 

absorption is still the best choice in a coal/biomass gasification plant. 

A typical CO2 absorption process is shown in Fig. 1-6. Firstly, the crude syngas to 

be treated is injected into the bottom of the absorption column after cooled down and 

compressed. In the absorption column, the crude syngas is washed to obtain pure syngas 

by solvents such as methanol (MeOH), Dimethyl Ether of Polyethylene Glycol (DEPG), 

N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP), Propylene Carbonate (PC) and so on. Then, the rich 

solvent enters desorption column to release CO2 and regenerates to the lean solvent, 

which can be reused in the absorption column. Although the conventional physical and 

chemical absorptions of CO2 have been well-established and widely utilized in 

coal/biomass gasification plants, there are also some disadvantages: (1) large energy 

penalty for regeneration; (2) high equipment corrosion rate; (3) negative environmental 

impact of solvent emission. 
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Fig. 1-6 Typical CO2 absorption and capture process (modified from Ref. [51]). 

Recently, a CO2 capture method by in situ chemical looping coal/biomass 

gasification named HyPr-RING (Hydrogen Production by Reaction-Integrated Novel 

Gasification) attracts much attention. Chemical looping technology is highly flexible 

since it allows the spatial subdivision of different processes. Fig. 1-7 illustrates a 

chemical looping coal/biomass gasification system based on CaO-CaCO3 (CaO-looping 

gasifier) [52, 53]. In the underlying concept of the HyPr-RING process, a dual-bed 

circulating fluidized bed (DBCFB) reactor including a gasifier and a regenerator is 

applied. For the whole process, the feedstocks supplied are the coal/biomass, steam and 

CaO, and a syngas with high H2 content and pure CO2 can be obtained. At first, 

coal/biomass and steam are converted to H2 and CO2 in the gasifier. The generated CO2 

is absorbed by CaO or Ca(OH)2 in the form CaCO3, and an amount of heat is released 

for the coal/biomass steam gasification at the same time. Then, the CaCO3 enters into 

regenerator to be calcined to CaO with release of the CO2. In the gasifier, the water-gas 

shift reaction is shifted toward H2 due to CO2 absorption, resulting in an 80-90% H2 
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content in syn-gas. Moreover, CaO can be used for sulfur removal in this unique process. 

It is expected that the cold gas efficiency reaches more than 75% with a near zero 

emission of the sulfur content in the produced syngas, and a pure CO2 capture. 

 

Fig. 1-7 Schematic of CaO-looping gasifier (modified from Ref. [52]). 

There is another chemical looping technology based on iron and its oxides. As 

shown in Fig. 1-8, the chemical looping gasifier (CLG) system with Fe-based oxygen 

carrier has three major coupling parts, i.e., air reactor, fuel reactor and steam reactor. At 

first, the Fe-based oxygen carriers are reduced by the coal/biomass with the generation 

of CO2 and H2O in the fuel reactor. Then, the reduced Fe and FeO enter the steam 

reactor and are partially oxidized by steam to produce H2. Thereafter, the partially 

oxidized oxygen carriers (Fe3O4) flow into the air reactor and completely oxidized by 

air. Finally, the completely oxidized oxygen carriers (Fe2O3) are circulated back to the 

fuel reactor for the next gasification cycle. Obviously, compared with CaO-looping 
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gasifier, the CLG with Fe-based oxygen carrier can not only separate CO2, but also use 

air directly, avoiding the high electricity consumption of air separation unit. 

 

Fig. 1-8 Schematic of chemical looping gasifier with Fe-based oxygen carrier (modified 

from Ref. [54]). 

1.2.5.2   Sulfur removal 

Sulfur is one of the most abundant impurities of coal and the sulfurous gases 

normally ranges from 0.1 to 1.6% (vol.%) in the produced syngas [55]. In biomass 
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gasification, the organic sulfur is considered to be the main source of H2S released [56]. 

As the sulfurous gases can cause acidification of soil and freshwater by forming acid 

rain, many countries and regions have issued environmental legislations to limit sulfur 

emissions [56]. Therefore, desulfurization is one of the most important cleaning 

processes in coal/biomass gasification. In addition, desulfurization must meet the 

requirements of downstream processes to avoid deactivating catalysts or corroding 

equipment [55].  

During gasification processes, sulfur in the coal/biomass is usually converted to 

hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbonyl sulfide (COS), carbon disulfide (CS2) and so on. 

Among these sulfurous gases, H2S is the most dominant compound [57]. The sulfurous 

gases in syngas can be removed by two modes: wet and dry cleaning processes. Since 

1970s, wet cleaning technology has been successfully commercialized and is widely 

regarded as a conventional approach for desulfurization from syngas [58]. In these 

technologies, alkanolamines, alkaline salts or aqueous ammonia and organic solvents 

with high affinity for sulfurous gases are generally used as chemical or physical 

solvents, respectively [59]. Table 1-2 shows a comparison of the mostly used absorption 

methods for sulfur removal [60]. It can be seen that these solvents can not only almost 

completely remove sulfur in syngas, but also absorb COS and CO2. Moreover, they are 

not disposable and can be regenerated by heating and depressurizing. In addition to wet 

cleaning processes, activated carbon or metal impregnated activated carbon are also 

widely used as absorbents to remove sulfurous gases due to their high specific surface 

area and porous structure [60]. This method is called dry cleaning technology of 

sulfurous gases. However, the H2S adsorption capacity commonly decreases after the 
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regeneration of spent activated carbon since some sulfur species are strongly bound with 

activated sites [61]. 
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In addition to the conventional technologies of sulfur removal described previously, 

desulfurization approaches under high operating temperature (>300 °C) are being 

popular since the amount exergy lost in process of syngas cooling down could be 

avoided. The most common sorbents employed in desulfurization are metal oxides since 

metal oxide can be converted to its corresponding metal sulfide [58]. The 

desulfurization reactions of the general form can be written as: 

2 2MO H S MS H O+  +  (16) 

Herein, the M refers to a divalent metal. Considering both thermodynamic 

feasibility and melting point, oxides of 11 metals (Fe, Zn, Mo, Mn, V, Ca, Sr, Ba, Co, 

Cu, W) have been proven as sulfur sorbents, which can achieve 95% or greater 

desulfurization at a temperature range of 400-1200 °C [55]. 

1.2.5.3   Nitrogen removal 

Nitrogen mainly exists in the forms of ammonia (NH3) and small amount of 

hydrogen cyanide (HCN) in the crude syngas. Due to the high solubility of NH3 and 

HCN in water, the conventional approach of scrubbing based on water is widely applied 

in the removal of nitrogenous gases [58]. In a spray column, the conventional approach 

can significantly reduce the NH3 concentration with a removal efficiency more than 

99% [62]. Moreover, water scrubbing is usually used to remove nitrogen species and tar 

simultaneously, but the wastewater treatment becomes more complicated [63]. 

In addition to water, various dilute acid solutions also can be used as wet scrubbing 

absorbents since they make NH3 protonate to ammonium (NH4
+). Generally, the acid 

absorbents for nitrogen contaminant removal can absorb acid gases such as H2S, 
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resulting in the increase of absorbent acidity over time. The released hydrogen ions (H+) 

further enhance the ability of NH3 removal. However, the corrosiveness of acid 

absorbents can cause irreversible damage to metal equipment, limiting its utilization in 

chemical processing of coal/biomass [58]. Moreover, for the syngas with high NH3 

content (more than 500 vppm), the efficiency of nitrogen contaminant removal is lower 

than 50%  [64]. 

1.2.5.4   Tar removal 

Similar as carbon dioxide, sulfur, nitrogen removals, the conventional approach of 

tar removal is also carried out by wet scrubbing with water-based or oil-based 

absorbents. Water is one of the common absorbents for scrubbing tars from syngas due 

to its low cost [65]. Water scrubbing can remove the light and oxygenated compounds in 

tar easily due to their inherent polarity, but the removal efficiency of heavy compounds 

is low [66]. Moreover, treatment of wastewater is always inefficient and difficult [58]. 

Compared with water scrubbing, the oil scrubbing shows a more excellent performance 

and the tar removal efficiency can reach as high as 99% [66]. The oil-based absorbents 

can be regenerated by hot gas stripping and generate a concentrated tar stream to release 

partial cost pressure [66]. However, based on the economical consideration, an oil 

scrubbing system makes the process more complex and simultaneously, the oil-based 

absorbents are commonly not cheap, resulting in that such a method is only attractive 

for the large-scale plants [58]. 

In addition to wet scrubbing approach, the tar removal by catalytic reforming have 

been concerned recently. The major reforming agents are steam and CO2, and the 

reactions can be described as follows [67, 68]: 
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( )2 2/ 2x yC H xH O xCO x y H+ → + +  (1-17) 

2 22 / 2x yC H xCO xCO y H+ → +  (1-18) 

The tar reforming needs a high temperature operating condition due to the 

endothermic nature and high activation energy. If the reforming reaction is carried out in 

the presence of a suitable catalyst, a highly efficient conversion can be achieved at a 

relatively low temperature (650-900 °C). However, the catalyst deactivation caused by 

coking on the active sites make catalysts be not well adopted in the industrial-scale 

equipment [69]. Therefore, the researches of tar reforming mainly focus on 

development of highly active and stable catalysts. Table 1-3 summaries the advantages 

and disadvantages of various catalysts. 

Table 1-3. Advantages and disadvantages of various catalysts of tar reforming. 

Catalyst Advantages Disadvantages 

Natural catalysts Abundant and low-cost 

Ability to use directly 

Low catalytic activity 

Low carbon deposition 

resistance 

Zeolite catalysts High porosity 

High specific surface area 

High tar conversion under high 

acidity 

Easy to deactivate under high 

acidity 

Alkali catalysts Good catalytic activity Evaporation and difficult 

recovery 

Transition metal- High catalytic activity Low carbon deposition 
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based catalysts Ability to enhance WGS 

reaction 

resistance 

Low sintering resistance 

Noble metal-

based catalysts 

High catalytic activity 

Stable in long time 

Expensive 

 

 

1.3   Advanced gasification applications in power generation 

As described above, coal/biomass gasification is a technology to convert raw 

coal/biomass into a syngas with higher chemical heating value. The clean syngas can be 

efficiently used for electricity generation. Nowadays, coal/biomass gasification is 

regarded as the heart of the clean coal/biomass utilization technology and integrated in 

various advanced power generation systems such as IGCC, IGFC. 

1.3.1   Industrial-scale gasification power generation systems 

1.3.1.1   IGCC/IGFC system 

As illustrated in Fig. 1-9, a conventional IGCC system mainly includes a gasifier, a 

syngas quench, a syngas purification process, a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) 

and an electrical power generation process with a gas turbine and a steam turbine. In 

this IGCC system, the coal/biomass is converted into syngas at first, and then the 

impurities are removed from the syngas before using in a gas turbine to produce 

electricity. The high-temperature exhaust from the gas turbine is used to heat the water 

for HRSG, and the steam from the HRSG and quench produces additional electricity in 

a steam turbine. This design results in a higher power generation efficiency and lower 
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emissions of SOx, NOx and particulate matters. Based on the design of IGCC, the fuel 

cells such as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) can be also introduced into the electrical 

power generation process, named as IGFC, in which the purified syngas is utilized in 

fuel cell at first, and then, the depleted fuel gas from fuel cell is combusted to promote 

gas turbine. According to the report of Siefert and Lister [70], the exergy destruction of 

combination of fuel cell and gas turbine is much lower than that of single gas turbine, 

resulting in a higher thermal efficiency in IGFC system. On the other hand, the fuel 

cells can convert the chemical energy in the fuel directly into electricity, and the 

efficiency is not subjected to the limitation of Carnot efficiency [71].  

 

Fig. 1-9 Conventional IGCC system. 

Under the pressure of environment deterioration, the CO2 capture or recovery unit 

is widely coupled in IGCC/IGFC system. Fig. 1-10 illustrates common IGCC systems 

with CO2 capture. In Fig. 1-10(a), the IGCC system achieves CO2 capture though using 
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a water-gas shift reactor along with a CO2 absorption unit. The purified syngas and 

steam are injected into the water-gas shift reactor together, which promotes the 

generation of H2 and CO2. Then, the CO2 in syngas is removed by absorption solvent. 

Although most of CO2 is captured, some is still released into the atmosphere by 

chimney. The IGCC system shown in Fig. 1-10(b) can use O2 produced from the air 

separation unit as the gasifying agent or one of gasifying agents and oxidant for 

electrical power generation process. Since most of N2 is excluded from the IGCC 

system, the exhaust after condensation is almost CO2, which can be directly compressed 

and stored. Another IGCC system is composed of a chemical looping gasifier and an 

electrical power generation process (Fig. 1-10(c)). Tong et al. [72] reported that the 

chemical looping gasifier based on Fe-based oxygen carrier can capture nearly 100% 

CO2 and provide a H2 with purity of higher than 99.99% for electrical power generation 

process. However, the problem that direct reduction of iron oxides by solid fuels needs a 

long reaction time is still not solved, limiting the utilization in industry [73]. Recently, a 

CO2 recovery type IGCC system was proposed in Japan, in which a part of captured 

CO2 is recycled and used as the gasifying agent with pure O2 [12]. In this IGCC system, 

the gasification can be enhanced by recycled CO2 via Boudouard reaction (C + CO2 → 

2CO), resulting in a 2% improvement of cold gas efficiency [74]. 
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Fig. 1-10 Simplified diagrams for IGCC systems with CO2 capture. 
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1.3.1.2   Advanced IGCC/IGFC systems with exergy recovery 

In order to maximize the fuel utilization and power generation, the exergy 

recuperation units can be considered in IGCC/IGFC system designs. The ideal gross 

thermal efficiencies (GTEs) of conventional IGCC and IGFC are 48%-52% and 55%-

60% (based on Higher Heating Value, HHV), respectively [12]. How-ever, there is also 

much exergy that is lost from the gasifier, SOFC, gas turbine and other auxiliary 

equipment. How to recuperate and reuse the exhausting exergy is also very important. 

As shown in Fig. 1-11, the advanced IGCC (A-IGCC) and advanced IGFC (A-IGFC) 

systems were proposed in Japan, in which a unique triple-bed combined circulating 

fluidized bed (TBCFB) gasifier is used to replace conventional high-temperature 

gasifiers, and the exhausted exergy from gas turbine (GT) or solid oxide fuel cells 

(SOFCs) is recycled to support the gasification process. According to some published 

reports, when the pyrolysis and gasification were carried out in the same reactor, the 

products of initial pyrolysis stage such as tar, light hydrocarbon gases and inorganic 

gases have severely negative effect on the gasification of the char [18]. To solve this 

problem, the high-density TBCFB (Fig. 1-12) composed of a downer pyrolyzer, a 

bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) char gasifier and a riser combustor is designed, which can 

realize the spatial subdivision of pyrolysis, gasification and combustion. The 

coal/biomass is pyrolyzed rapidly in the pyrolyzer at first, and then, the tar and gas 

produced from pyrolysis are separated from char using a fast gas-solid separator. The 

char enters the BFB gasifier and is gasified by the steam and the unreacted char flows 

into the riser combustor to be partial or completely oxidized. A large number of heat 

carriers such as sands circulate with a high mass flux to carry the heat produced from 
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combustor to pyrolyzer and char gasifier. As a result of simulation by HYSYS®.Plant 

(Aspen technology Inc.), the gross thermal efficiencies of A-IGCC and A-IGFC systems 

exergy-recuperative can reach as high as 57-59% and 70-76% (HHV) [18]. 

 

Fig. 1-11 Basic structures of A-IGCC and A-IGFC systems. 

 

Fig. 1-12 The high-density triple-bed combined circulating fluidized bed gasifier 

(reprinted with permission from Ref. [12]). 
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1.3.2   Small-scale biomass gasification power generation systems 

Different from coal, the biomass shows a scattered geographical distribution, 

which results in costs of collection and transportation [75]. In order to fully use the 

locally available biomass, the small-scale biomass power generation system should be 

more suitable for the biomass energy applications. To date, the small-scale biomass 

gasification-based power generation system has been made to commercialize and 

achieved a large market share [76]. On the other hand, the development of small-scale 

biomass gasifiers is being limited by the tar, which can cause the fouling of downstream 

process equipment, such as engine. Generally, the syngas produced from biomass 

gasification is known to contain tar in the range of 0.01-160 g/nm3 [77]. As stated above, 

the approaches of wet scrubbing with water-based or oil-based absorbents have been 

widely used for large-scale gasification systems to eliminate tar. However, these 

approaches are not suitable for the small-scale and low-cost systems, due to the 

difficulties of wastewater treatment or oil-based absorbents regeneration [77]. Therefore, 

a simple and highly efficient approach of tar removal is considered as the key issue in 

design of small-scale biomass gasification power generation system. 

In addition to the tar removal, the different occurrence temperature ranges with 

different reaction rates of biomass pyrolysis, volatiles reforming and bio-char 

gasification in biomass gasification also should be considered. For example, biomass 

pyrolysis and tar reforming are relatively fast reaction processes whereas it has to take a 

long time for the complete steam gasification of bio-char at a high temperature (800-

1000 ℃) [78]. Thus, the spatial subdivision of every processes in biomass gasification 

can be adopted to realize the optimization of each conversion step and improve the 
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whole performance [16]. 

 

Fig. 1-13 The small-scale separated-type biomass gasification system proposed by Guan 

et al. [75] 

Recently, Guan et al. [75] proposed and assessed a small-scale separated-type 

biomass gasification system for biomass power generation (Fig. 1-13). In this system, 

the biomass and the circulated hot silica sands are introduced into the auger pyrolyzer 

firstly. As the biomass is mixed with the hot silica sands along the auger reactor, it will 

be decomposed to volatiles and char. The volatiles go upwards to the reformer where 

the volatiles can be catalytically converted to syngas. Meanwhile, the char flows 

downwards to a BFB char gasifier and is self-heatedly gasified with air/oxygen and 

steam to syngas. And then, the unreacted char overflows into a riser combustor and is 

burned completely. The generated heat from char combustion is carried by the silica 
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sands and recycled to the sand tank, and provided the heat for the biomass pyrolysis. 

The gas produced in the pyrolyzer, reformer, and char gasifier will be collected together 

and used as the fuel for the engine to generate electricity. 

1.4   Dry reforming of methane 

1.4.1   Description of dry reforming of methane 

Dry reforming of methane is a thermochemical conversion process that consists of 

converting CO2 and CH4 into syngas with a ratio of H2 to CO close to 1. This process 

can favor mitigation of the environmental challenges caused by CO2 emissions. The 

main reactions occurring during DRM process are summarized as follows: 

Methane CO2 reforming: 

4 2 22 2CH CO CO H+  +  (1-14) 

Boudouard reaction: 

22CO C CO +  (1-10) 

Methane decomposition: 

4 22CH H C +  (1-11) 

Water-gas shift reaction: 

2 2 2CO H O H CO+  +  (1-12) 

Methane steam reforming: 

4 2 23CH H O H CO+  +  (1-13) 

Methanation reaction: 
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2 2 4 24 2CO H CH H O+ → +  (1-19) 

Although the DRM is considered to have well environmental potentials, it has not 

yet reached full industrial maturity. As the oxidant, the CO2 shows strong chemical 

stability, resulting in a large amount of energy requirement for the endothermic DRM 

reaction [22, 79]. A high operating temperature is essential to DRM, and the DRM 

process will be thermodynamically impeded when operating temperature is lower than 

642 °C [80]. Another main technical challenge is the unavoidable deactivation of 

conventional catalysts resulting from rapid carbon deposition [22, 79]. In general, the 

CH4 can be absorbed on the active sites of catalysts and dehydrogenated, producing 

hydrogen and a hydrocarbon species CHx (x = 0-4) [81]. When x = 0, the carbon 

deposition occurs on the active sites of catalysts. As indicated above, the key of DRM is 

how to achieve a system design, which considers enough heat input and avoid catalysts 

deactivation or realize catalysts regeneration simultaneously. 

1.4.2   Catalysts of dry reforming of methane 

The reported man-made catalysts for DRM process generally consist of transition 

metals, such as Ni, Co, Cu, Fe or noble metals, such as Ru, Rh, Pd, Ir, Pt, and oxide 

supports, such as SiO2, Al2O3, MgO, TiO2, CaO, CeO2, ZrO2, or La2O3 [22, 81]. Among 

the catalysts, noble metal catalysts are considered to be the best due to their high 

stability, superior carbon deposition resistance and highly catalytic activity [22]. 

However, the high cost of noble metal catalysts greatly reduces the profits of enterprises, 

leading to their unavailability in the industrial scale [82]. In this scenario, the low-cost 

transition metal catalysts with highly catalytic activity have become a suitable 

alternative for DRM process [83]. Although these transition metal catalysts perform 
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convenience for industrial applications, the problem of deactivation resulted from 

carbon deposition or sintering still is not solved [20]. Recently, some researchers have 

tried to add small amount of noble metals to transition metals to produce alloy-catalysts, 

which can consider both economy and stability [22].  

In the man-made catalysts, support is important for the performance, and the 

synergistic effects could be caused by combining with the catalytically active metallic 

phase.  Some textural and physicochemical properties, such as pore characteristics, 

specific surface area, thermal stability, redox properties, surface basicity and oxygen 

storage capacity, should be considered simultaneously to enhance the interaction 

between catalyst metals and supports [22]. The structure with many pores can increase 

the specific surface area to promote the dispersion of metal species and increase the 

amount of activity sites [69]. Moreover, the support can also resist the carbon deposition 

and prevent the catalyst active species from sintering [20]. 

1.4.3   Reactors of dry reforming of methane 

In the DRM industry, the reactors commonly used include the conventional fixed 

bed reactor and fluidized bed reactor and the novel plasma reactor and membrane 

reactor (Fig. 1-14).  

The fixed bed reactors are always used as dry reformer of methane due to their 

relatively simple structure, easy operation and low cost [84]. According to the report of 

Dixon [85], in the case of highly endothermic DRM reactions, the fixed bed type dry 

reformer of methane should be designed as small tube-to-particle diameter ratio (D/d < 

10). Obviously, the catalyst particles can not be uniformly distributed in the fixed bed, 
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resulting in significant wall effects, local backflows and nonuniform temperature 

distribution [86]. 

 

Fig. 1-14 Schematic diagrams of (a) fixed bed reformer, (b) fluidized bed reformer, (c) 

plasma reformer, and (d) membrane reformer (modified from Ref. [81]) 

In contrast to fixed bed reactors, by using the fluidized bed, heat transfer capability 

is improved to refrain the formation of hot spots, and simultaneously the interaction 

between solids and gas can be enhanced [87]. Moreover, the circulating fluidized bed 
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design coupling a dry reformer with a catalyst regenerator can solve the rapid 

deactivation of catalysts resulted from carbon deposition [88]. However, in this case, the 

mechanical strength of catalyst to endure the collisions should be considered [69]. 

Both fixed bed reformer and fluidized bed reformer have to work under extreme 

condition with very high temperature, and usually suffer from the carbon deposition. In 

recent years, the non-thermal plasma DRM technology has been widely studied and 

tested [89]. The nonthermal plasma reactors can generate enough effective high-velocity 

electrons to collide with bulk gas molecules, causing fragmentation of gas molecules to 

form highly reactive ions and radicals [81]. In a non-thermal plasma DRM system, the 

physicochemical properties of the catalyst and plasma can be modified by the 

interaction between the plasma and catalyst. This interaction can not only improve the 

selectivity of the reaction significantly, but also have positive effects on the energy 

efficiency of the system [89]. 

According to Eqs. 1-14, the reversible nature of DRM forces fixed bed reformer 

and fluidized bed reformer to work at a condition of very high temperature to shift the 

reaction equilibrium towards the direction of H2 and CO. Some researchers tried to 

remove part of dry reforming products by membranes to achieve a high conversion of 

CO2 and CH4 to overcome the thermodynamical limitation [81]. There are two kinds of 

membrane reformers: inert membrane reactors and catalytic membrane reactors. The 

membrane of inert membrane reactors is only used to separate H2 from produced syngas, 

whereas the membrane of catalytic membrane reactors is used not only for H2 

separation, but also as a catalyst or support to participate in the actual reactions. 

Although the membrane reformers can work at relatively low temperature and reduce 
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the usage of catalysts, the high expense of membrane materials prevents their 

application in the industrial scale [83]. 

1.4.4   Autothermal dry reforming of methane 

As above stated, dry reforming process is endothermic and will be 

thermodynamically impeded when operating temperature is lower than 642 °C [80]. 

Although the catalysts developed in the laboratory can achieve the chemical conversion 

actively at relatively low temperature, they cannot be well adopted in the industrial scale. 

Therefore, for a DRM system, maintaining high temperature condition is the basis of 

high efficiency production. Generally, researchers adopt autothermal dry reforming of 

methane (ATDRM) which combines partial oxidation of methane (POM) and DRM to 

realize a stable energy supply [90-94]. In the ATDRM system, the mixture of CH4, CO2 

and O2 is injected to a same reactor directly. Herein, the thermal energy produced by 

partial oxidation is used to promote the endothermic DRM reaction. Moreover, 

compared with single DRM process, the deposited carbon reformation becomes more 

difficult under the action of O2 [95].  However, the introduce of O2 to DRM will cause 

lower CO2 conversion, because the CO2 is produced from CH4 oxidation inevitably [95, 

96]. In addition, the produced H2O from CH4 oxidation will shift the equilibrium of 

water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) towards the direction of CO2 production. 

1.5   Motivation and objectives 

Application of renewable carbon-based energies is an important direction to ensure 

energy supplement and to mitigate the negative impact of carbon dioxide emissions on 
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the environment in the future. 

The major problems of low-rank coals are low heating value and high moisture and 

ash contents, determining that they are not suitable to be directly used as fuel in 

industrial process. Moreover, the combustion of low-rank coals without pretreatment 

can result in serious emissions of nitrogen species, sulfur species and particulate matters, 

which have severely damaged the health of humanity. The coal gasification has more 

advantages than the conventional coal combustion process and especially, it can provide 

a good choice of removing sulfur, nitrogen compounds and particulates. However, in the 

conventional gasifier, tar, light hydrocarbon gases and inorganic gases generated during 

the coal pyrolysis can hinder the gasification of char, and part of tar cannot be 

decomposed completely. Therefore, it is essential to develop a novel gasifier to solve 

these problems. 

In addition to coals, the gasification technology can also be applied to improve the 

energy efficiency of biomass. Recently, the small-scale biomass power generation 

systems coupled with biomass gasification, which can fully use the locally available 

biomass, have been popular, since the increase of costs of collection and transportation 

caused by scattered geographical distribution of biomass limits the biomass energy 

application in the large scale. Due to the presence of operating temperature and reaction 

time difference of pyrolysis, gasification and oxidation, how to achieve the spatial 

subdivision and optimization of each conversion step has been the key issue to improve 

the whole performance in the small-scale biomass power generation systems. 

Nowadays, the carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology has been applied 

extensively because of global warming. Since the conventional CCS technology greatly 

increases industrial costs, CO2 is tried to be converted to high value-added syngas by 
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DRM to increase economic competitiveness. Many DRM systems tend to experience 

the problem of high energy requirement. Although ATDRM technology can overvcome 

this problem, the CO2 conversion efficiency decreases significantly due to coupling with 

methane oxidation. Therefore, how to increase CO2 conversion and keep high exergy 

efficiency simultaneously must be considered in a ATDRM system design. 

The main objectives of this study are focusing on the following points: 

(1) To investigate novel low-rank coal gasifier for advanced IGCC/IGFC systems; 

(2) To develop novel small-scale biomass-based combined heat and power (CHP) 

systems with high thermal efficiency for power generation; 

(3) To develop novel separated-type biomass gasifier for small-scale CHP systems; 

(4) To develop novel DRM system to reuse the CO2 and decrease the CCS cost. 

1.6   Organization and outline of this dissertation 

In this dissertation, a novel dense downer reactor for pyrolysis of separated-type 

large-scale coal gasifier was proposed firstly, Later, advanced small-scale biomass 

power generation system and methane dry reforming system were designed and 

analyzed. It includes the following 6 chapters: 

Chapter 1 introduces the current coal/biomass gasification technologies, dry 

reforming of methane technologies and their applications. The recent researches, 

development and existing problems are summarized and discussed. Finally, the 

motivation, objectives and outline of this research are given. 

Chapter 2 introduces the Computational Fluid Dynamics commercial software 

FLUENT 19.0 and Process Simulation commercial software Aspen Plus 10.0 used in 
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this study. 

Chapter 3 provides a design of dense downer for complete pyrolysis of low-rank 

coals. The influences of downer diameter, cone angle and solids mass flux on the 

hydrodynamic behaviors are investigated in details to obtain the optimal structural 

parameters and operating conditions and evaluate the performance of this dense downer. 

Chapter 4 reports the results of a biomass-based small-scale power generation 

system with energy/exergy recuperation. The spatial subdivision of the processes for the 

biomass pyrolysis, char combustion, tar reforming and catalyst regeneration is adopted 

by using a separated-type biomass gasifier design to realize the optimization of each 

conversion step and improve the whole system performance. 

Chapter 5 investigates and assesses a design of a small-scale separated-type 

biomass gasification system. By the simulation based on cold model, the 

hydrodynamics of this system are characterized and possibilities of achieving a good 

gas seal between BFB and riser are explored. 

Chapter 6 assesses the possibility of increasing CO2 conversion by a separated-

type autothermal CH4 dry reforming system with exergy recuperation. The overall 

system efficiency is investigated by comparing conventional and separated-type CH4 

dry reforming systems. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the highlights of all results in this dissertation and provides 

the perspectives of the possible future work related with these researches. 
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CHAPTER 2: Simulation Software and Models 

2.1   Computational fluid dynamics simulation 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an interdisciplinary science combined 

modern fluid mechanics, numerical mathematics and computer science together. In CFD 

simulation, the integral and differential terms in the governing equations of fluid 

mechanics are approximately expressed as discrete algebraic forms, making them 

algebraic equations. And then, the discrete algebraic equations are solved by computer 

to obtain the numerical solutions at discrete time or space points. The CFD can almost 

replace the high-cost experimental equipment of fluid dynamics by complex numerical 

simulation and computer experiment, supporting the development of science and 

engineering technology. 

In this study, the Eulerian-Eulerian model is applied to achieve the simulation of 

the gas-solids flow behaviors in gasifiers. In the Eulerian-Eulerian model, which is also 

named as Two-Fluid model (TFM), both continuous phase and dispersed phase are 

considered to be continuous. It is the most complex one of two-phase flow models and 

usually used for simulation of fluidized bed reactors. In my work, CFD commercial 

software FLUENT 19.0 is used to implement the Eulerian-Eulerian model. FLUENT 

19.0 has many physical models, advanced numerical simulation methods and excellent 

pre-processing and post-processing functions, which can be used to simulate the 

complex flow. FLUENT 19.0 software adopts a solver based on the finite volume 

method and unstructured mesh, which can accurately simulate laminar flow, turbulence, 

heat transfer and chemical reaction. The detailed mathematical simulation models 
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coupled in FLUENT 19.0 software will be introduced in chapter 3 and chapter 5. 

2.2   Process simulation 

Process simulation is usually used to achieve the model-based representation of 

chemical, physical, biological, and other technical processes and operations of each unit 

in a system by computer software. In the process simulation, balances of material, heat, 

thermodynamic; rate correlations for momentum, heat, and mass transfer; and reaction 

stoichiometry and kinetic data are calculated to obtain the accurate products output and 

energy output or requirement, according to the operating parameter setting and material 

feeding. In this dissertation, the process simulation is applied to the study of chapter 4 

and chapter 6. 

The most popular commercial software for process simulation is Aspen PlusTM 

(Aspen Technology Inc.), which also is used in this study. “Aspen” means Advanced 

System for Process Engineering. As a mature flowsheet simulator, Aspen Plus can 

accurately predict the behavior of a process using basic engineering relationships. It is 

usually used as preliminary study for design, optimization investigations, sensitivity 

analyses of the target system. Moreover, energy analyses and economic evaluation also 

been integrated in the recent versions of Aspen Plus. In Aspen Plus software, the 

flowsheet notation consists of stream icons and block icons. The stream icons are 

separated into material, heat, and work streams, and the block icons are categorized to 

mixers/splitters, separators, exchangers, columns, reactors, pressure changes, 

manipulators, solids, solids separators, and user models. The block icons used in this 

study are listed in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 Block icons of Aspen Plus used in this study 

Name Icon Function 

Mixers/Splitters 

MIX 

 

Stream mixer. Also used to heat or work streams. Help for usage. 

SSplit 

 

Substream splitter. Divides beside on splits specified for each 

substream. 

Separators 

Flash2 

 

Two-outlet flash. Models flash drums, evaporators, etc. using 

rigorous VL or VLL equil.  

Sep 

 

Component separator. Separate components based on specified 

flows or split fractions. 

Exchangers 

Heater 

 

Thermal and phase state changer. Models heaters, coolers, 

condensers, etc. 

HeatX 
 

2 stream cocurrent or countercurrent heat exchanger. 

MHeatX 

 

Multistream heat exchanger. Model LNG exchangers, cold boxes, 

etc., and performs zone analysis. 

Reactors 

RYield 

 

Nostoichiometric reactor based on known yield distribution. 

RGibbs 

 

Rigorous reaction and/or multiphase equilibrium based on Gibbs 

free energy minimization. 

Pressure changers 

Pump 

 

Pump or hydraulic turbine. 
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Compr 

 

Compressor/turbine. Models polytropic or isentropic 

compressors, etc. 
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CHAPTER 3: Numerical Simulation of Hydrodynamic 

Behaviors in A Gas-Solids Dense Downer Reactor 

3.1   Introduction 

According to the World Energy Outlook 2020, coal is still the second world-wide 

energy resource after oil and provides about 26.2% of the world's energy consumption 

[1]. In order to use coal very efficiently and completely, the integrated coal gasification 

combined cycle (IGCC) system and integrated gasification fuel cell combined cycle 

(IGFC) system have been developed widely [2-4]. However, exergy loss is still high in 

the conventional IGCC/IGFC system. To solve this problem, an advanced IGCC (A-

IGCC) system and an advanced IGFC (A-IGFC) system are proposed based on the 

exergy recuperation concept, which could recycle the exhaust heat of the gas turbine or 

solid oxide fuel cell by steam and achieve higher power generation efficiencies [3-15]. 

To realize the A-IGCC/A-IGFC technologies, a novel triple-bed combined circulating 

fluidized bed (TBCFB) gasifier was proposed, in which the recycled steam is utilized as 

one of heat sources for endothermic char gasification [3, 4, 13-16] and the gasifier is 

operated at relatively low temperatures. Since tar, light hydrocarbon gases and inorganic 

gases generated during the coal pyrolysis will hinder the gasification of char, the 

TBCFB system with a downer (coal pyrolyzer), a bubbling fluidized bed (low-

temperature coal-char gasifier) and a riser (the remaining char combustor) was 

developed [4, 9, 11-15, 17-22]. In this system, coal is pyrolyzed quickly in the downer-

type pyrolyzer at first and then, the produced fuel gases are quickly separated from the 
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char by using a gas-solids separator, and the char enters the bubbling fluidized bed 

gasifier for steam gasification. Since the char cannot be completely gasified, the non-

gasifying char is moved into the riser combustor and combusted by air to generate heat. 

Herein, the heat is carried by heat-carrying particles such as silica sand or porous tar 

capture and cracking particles, which are circulated in the TBCFB system to transfer the 

heat from the riser to the downer reactor for the coal pyrolysis and the bubbling 

fluidized bed for the char gasification [4]. As such, the total gasification efficiency can 

be improved effectively [3, 4]. 

The downer pyrolyzer is an important part of this TBCFB gasification system and 

many previous works have been performed for it. Guan et al. [13] investigated the 

solids holdup in the case of a high solids mass flux (Gs = 406 kg/m2s), and found that 

the average solids holdup decreased from 0.0212 to 0.0128 in the developed region of 

the downer pyrolyzer by increasing the downer gas superficial velocity from 0 to 1 m/s. 

In order to increase the solids mass flux more, they set up a gas seal bed (GSB) in the 

TBCFB system, and concluded that the solids holdup in the developed region of downer 

with a gas superficial velocity of 3 m/s could exceed 0.1 as the length of GSB was 

larger than 7.53 m [9]. Fushimi et al. [23] analyzed the pyrolysis and tar reforming 

processes in a lab-scale downer pyrolyzer at 1173 K in the absence and presence of the 

steam and found that the estimated residence time of coal particles was 0.54-0.61 s, in 

which the temperature of coal particles can be raised to 1053-1160 K. However, they 

considered that the low solids holdup and short residence time were not enough for the 

full coal pyrolysis and tar decomposition. In this case heavy tar could be adhered on the 

surfaces of silica sand and get into the char gasifier with the char. In order to completely 

pyrolyze coal as well as decompose the heavy tar in the conventional downer, it is 
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necessary to increase residence time and/or enhance the heat transfer in the downer 

pyrolyzer. However, the increase of length of downer pyrolyzer to extend the residence 

time will increase the total height of the set-up, resulting in a high cost. Meanwhile, an 

excellent heat transfer needs a high solids holdup, but it is difficult to achieve a solids 

holdup higher than 0.1 by increasing the solids mass flux in the conventional cylindrical 

downer. To solve this issue, Lian et al. [15] proposed and simulated a conical downer. 

Comparing with the conventional cylindrical downer, the conical downer could increase 

solids holdup by about 14%. However, the increase of solids holdup was still not 

enough to satisfy the reaction. Thus, as seen in Fig. 3-1, a novel gas-solids dense 

downer reactor was proposed to connect with the dilute downer with a cone structure in 

this study. The cone structure can change the direction of particle movement rapidly and 

concentrate particles on the dense downer, achieving a high solids holdup. The high 

solids holdup can enhance the contact of heat-carrying particles with the coal and char 

particles and increase radiative and convective heat transfer to coal so that the 

unpyrolyzed coal particles and the remaining tar can be completely decomposed in it 

and only the char is fed into the char gasifier. 

To sufficiently reduce the entrainment of unpyrolyzed coal and heavy tar from the 

downer pyrolyzer to the following gas-solid separator and char gasifier, it is very 

important to know the flow behaviors in such a dense downer. In this study, 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) numerical simulation was used to systematically 

investigate the flow behaviors in such a dense downer. The objectives are to 

characterize the hydrodynamics of the dense downer and explore the optimal structure 

for achieving a high solids holdup in it. Influences of the diameter of dense downer (D = 

25-35 mm), cone angle (α = 30-75°) and solids mass flux (Gs = 212.2-1167.1 kg/m2s) 
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on the flow behaviors were investigated in details. It is expected to offer some 

qualitative understandings on the flow behaviors in the dense downer and provide a 

guidance to improve the solids holdup in the pyrolyzer. 

 

Fig. 3-1. Schematic diagram of apparatus. 

3.2   Simulation methods 

The dense downer reactor system contains silica sand as the solids phase and air as 

the gas phase. 

3.2.1 Mathematical model 

The gas-solids flow behavior was simulated by using Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid 

model incorporated with the kinetic theory of granular flow (KTGF). Herein, the k-ε 
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model was used to describe the turbulence of gas, and the KTGF is used to describe the 

collision behavior of solid particles. The governing equations are summarized as 

follows (subscripts of g and s referred to gas and sand, respectively): [24-37] 

The continuity equations of gas and solids phases, 
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Momentum conservation equations for gas and solids phases, 
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The turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate in the k-ε model were given 

as follows: 
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The concept of KTGF, which considers the conservation of particles velocity 

fluctuation energy, was used to close solids stress terms [37]. The motion of single 

particle in gas-solids flow was considered to be similar as the thermal motion of gas 

molecule. Herein, there is a random fluctuation of single particle, which is caused by 

collision of particles. Based on the random fluctuation of particle, the concept of 

“particle temperature” was proposed and adopted in the Gidaspow’s model [27]. 
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In order to accurately describe the interaction between gas and solids phases, 

Gidaspow’s drag force model was used to calculate the momentum transfer in this study 

[27]. The corresponding equations of drag coefficient are written as follows: 
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Constitutive equations for the solids phase stress based on the kinetic theory 

concepts of Lun et al. [28] and widely applied in the CFD simulation studies. In this 

study, the following constitutive equations were used. 

The closure for gas phase stress tensor, 
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The closure for gas phase stress tensor, 
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where, the bulk viscosity, 
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in which, the radial distribution function, 
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the solids shear viscosity, 
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the solids collision viscosity, 
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the kinetic viscosity (Gidasapow), 
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the solids frictional viscosity, 
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the collision dissipation energy, 
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and the solids pressure, 
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3.2.2 Verification of model correctness 

Since this work is concentrated in a prediction of the novel dense downer, we used 
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the method mentioned above to simulate a conventional downer reported by Guan et al. 

[38] and compared the simulation results with the experimental data to verify the model 

correctness. Herein, the experiment mainly focused on the investigation of average 

solids holdup and was carried out under a cold state (no chemical reactions, material 

consumption, or product generation). Fig. 3-2 shows the comparison results. The solid 

and dashed lines signify the experimental and simulation results, respectively. It can be 

seen that a downward average solids holdup trend existed with the increase of 

superficial gas velocity and the maximum difference between experimental and 

simulation results was less than 0.015. Based on the similarities of these two sets of 

results, the methods can be then further used to evaluate the flow behaviors in the dense 

downer in this study. 

 

Fig. 3-2. Comparisons between model predictions and available data from Guan et al. 

[38]. 
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3.2.3 Simulation conditions 

Computational Fluid Dynamics commercial software FLUENT 19.0 was used to 

implement the Eulerian-Eulerian model. Herein, the phase coupled SIMPLE algorithm 

was adopted to achieve pressure and velocity coupling, and the second-order upwind 

scheme was applied to discretize the governing equations. Velocity-inlet and pressure-

outlet boundary condition were applied at inlet and outlet of the downer, respectively. In 

addition, no-slip boundary condition of wall was applied for air. The detailed simulation 

conditions and geometrical dimensions are shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 Simulation parameters 

Description Value 

Solids mass flux (Gs) 212.2-1167.1 kg/m2s 

Particles density 2560 kg/m3 

Particles diameter 116 μm 

Gas density 1.225kg/m3 

Gas viscosity 1.789410-5 kg/m·s 

Diameter of dense downer (D) 25-35 mm 

Cone angle (α) 30-75° 

Superficial gas velocity 1 m/s 

Wall boundary conditions No-slip for air,  

specular coefficient 0.001 for solids 

Packing limit 0.63 

Granular viscosity Gidspow [27] 

Granular bulk viscosity Lun et al. [28] 
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Frictional viscosity Schaeffer [34] 

Angle of internal friction 30° 

Granular temperature Algebraic 

Drag force Gidspow [27] 

Coefficient of restitution for particle-

particle collisions 

0.95 

Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s2 

Time steps 110-5 s 

Convergence criteria 10-3 

 

 

Fig. 3-3. Geometry and dimensions of dense downer in the simulation. 

Fig. 3-3 shows the dense downer geometry and dimensions which were used to 

simulate gas-solids flow behavior. The unstructured mesh was applied in the numerical 

simulations. It is well known that the flow behavior is relatively complex at the position 
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of diameter changing in a long straight pipe. In order to improve accuracy, the meshes 

of cone structure were arranged more intensively than other positions (Fig. 3-3). 

Moreover, grid independence was tested to avoid the negative impacts of grid number 

and size on accuracy. The simulations were carried out with six grid dimensions (grid 

numbers: 58608, 76752, 97740, 121716, 148824, 179208). As shown in Fig. 3-4, the 

increase of grids caused a simulated average solids holdup decrease of about 0.007. It 

should be noticed that the results were almost identical when the grids were more than 

1.2×105, indicating that these results of simulations were independent on the grid size. 

Therefore, considering both of accuracy and the workload, the 1.2×105 grids condition 

was used in this study. 

 

Fig. 3-4. Grid sensitivity analysis. 
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3.3   Results and discussion 

3.3.1   Effect of the diameter of dense downer 

As shown in Fig. 3-5, the dense downer can increase the solids holdup extremely. 

When the solids mass flux (Gs) was 212.2 kg/m2s, the solids holdup was only about 0.02 

in the dilute downer. However, in the conditions with the same solids mass flux, when 

the cone angle (α) was 60° and the diameter of dense downer (D) were 25, 30 and 35 

mm, the solids holdups in the dense downer reached 0.126, 0.108 and 0.100, 

respectively. In addition to the diameter, residence time is also an important point to 

evaluate the performance of dense downer. The residence time can be calculated by Eq. 

(3-23). With the decrease in D, the solids holdup increased, but the residence time 

decreased, and at D = 25 mm, the residence time was only 0.079 s in the 1 m length of 

the dense downer. 

 

Fig. 3-5. Average solids holdup and residence time with different D. 
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Fig. 3-6 shows the radial distributions of solids and gas velocities in the dense 

downer. One can see that the radial distributions of solids and gas velocities were 

relatively uniform, and the difference occurred only at the annular region due to the wall 

effect. It identified that the flow behavior of this dense downer was approximately a 

plug flow, in which the residence time decreased with the increase in the solids and gas 

velocities. Moreover, the solids and gas velocities were greatly affected by the diameter 

of the dense downer (Fig. 3-6). According to the continuous medium hypothesis, the gas 

velocity should be increased with the decrease of the flow area. The smaller diameter of 

the dense downer is, the more particles in the cross section of the downer, resulting in 

the further decrease of the flow area. Therefore, with the decrease in the diameter of the 

dense downer the gas velocity and slip velocity increased, resulting in the increase of 

solids velocity. Herein, the high velocities of solids and gas could lead to the turbulence, 

enhancing heat and mass transfer in the reactor, which will be benefit for the pyrolysis 

of coal and decomposition of tar. However, in the case of Gs = 212.2 kg/m2s, if the 

diameter of the dense downer is less than 25 mm, the residence time could be not 

enough for the reaction and meanwhile, the wall effect on the flows of solids and gas 

will be obvious. Thus, considering both the residence time, solids holdup and the wall 

effect, in this study, the diameter of dense downer (D) was selected at 25 mm. 
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Fig. 3-6. Radial distributions with different D at the outlet of dense downer: (a) solids 

velocity and (b) gas velocity. 
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Fig. 3-7. Radial distributions of solids holdups at the outlets of dense downers with 

different D. 

 

Fig. 3-8. Solids radial velocity distributions at the inlets of dense downers with different 

D. 
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Fig. 3-9. Axial distributions of solids radial velocity along the dense downers with 

different D. 

In the radial solids holdup distributions at the outlets of the dense downers with 

different D, a peak solids holdup in the annular region near the wall appeared whereas 

many particles concentrated at the center (Fig. 3-7). In the conventional downer, the 

dense ring formed near the wall is usually considered to be resulted from the fact that 

the acceleration velocity of particles in the central region is faster than that of particles 

near the wall [40]. In contrast, in the dense downer here, besides this reason, the radial 

movement of particles from the center to wall caused the solids holdup maldistribution 

so that the dense ring was formed near the wall. Fig. 3-8 shows the radial velocity 

distribution by contour images at the inlet of dense downer (marked by a red line in Fig. 

3-3), where the direction from the center to wall is taken as the positive direction of 

radial velocity. Since the cone structure before the inlet of the dense downer made the 

particles move radially to the wall, the smaller D led higher solids radial velocity. Also,  
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Fig. 3-10. Contours of solids holdup distributions of dense downer. 

it can be observed that there was a radial velocity gradient of solids, which would cause 

intense particles collisions in the dense downer. In other words, at the inlet of dense 

downer, the particles concentrated in the central region and collide with each other. The 

collisions changed the direction of particle radial velocity and made them move towards 

the wall. Meanwhile, the particles reached the wall were bounced back and collided 

with subsequent coming particles. Therefore, a dense ring is formed in the annular 
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region. Fig. 3-9 shows the average solids radial velocity of horizontal cross-section 

along the dense downers with different D and Fig. 3-10 shows the solids holdup 

distribution by contour images. One can see that the average solids radial velocity 

almost became to a constant value after a short moving distance from the inlet, 

indicating that the solids flow along the dense downer was relatively stable and the 

particles moved towards center slowly except for the entrance area. This is the reason 

why the positions of dense ring in the dense downer (r/R = 0.65-0.75) are closer to the 

center than the conventional downer (r/R = 0.85-0.95). 

3.3.2   Effect of the cone angle 

Fig. 3-11 shows the effects of cone angle shown in Fig. 3-3 on the average solids 

holdup, average solids velocity and average gas velocity in the dense downer. One can 

see that the average solids holdup, average solids velocity and average gas velocity in 

the dense downer maintained almost unchanged with the change of the cone angle in 

either lower solids mass flux (Gs = 212.2 kg/m2s) or high solids mass flux (Gs = 636.6 

kg/m2s). However, as shown in Fig. 3-12, in the radial distribution of solids holdup, 

with the decrease in the cone angle, the solids holdup in the central region decreased 

whereas the solids holdup near the wall increased, indicating more particles moved to 

the annular region from the center. Fig. 3-13 shows the average solids radial velocity of 

horizontal cross-section along the dense downers with different cone structures above 

them. Herein, the direction from the center to wall is taken as the positive direction of 

velocity. With the decrease in cone angle, the solids radial velocity increased, indicating 

that the cone structure with a smaller cone angle could result in more particles 

concentrating on the annular region. 
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Fig. 3-11. Effect of cone angle on: (a) average solids holdup, (b) average solids velocity 

and (c) average gas velocity. 
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Fig. 3-12. Radial distributions of solids holdups at outlets of dense downers with 

different cone angles. 

In general, a large number of agglomerates could appear inevitably with the 

increasing of solids holdup in a fluidized bed, and hinder the interaction of gas-solids, 

reducing the heat and mass transfers between gas and solids. In contrast, the 

agglomerates formation becomes difficult in the conventional dilute downer because the 

dilute gas-solids flow is along the gravitation and particles are more uniform distributed 

[39]. However, in the dense downer, the axial downward movement and radial 

movement of particles exist, and the radial movement could make particles collide with 

each other, but the violent collision and turbulence could hinder the formation of the 

agglomerates. Thus, as stated above, since the smaller cone angle resulted in the 

increasing of the solids radial velocity, the agglomerates could be more difficult to be 

formed, which will be benefit for the mass and heat transfer in the dense downer. In 
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addition, the high solids velocity (Fig. 3-11b) and gas velocity (Fig. 3-11c) could also 

improve turbulence to break up agglomerates in the dense downer with a smaller cone 

angle above it. However, the cone angle could not be decreased without limitation. 

When the cone angle is less than the angle of repose of silica sand (30°), the solids will 

not move into the dense downer. Therefore, considering the excellent radial mixing and 

the smooth operation of equipment, α = 30° was selected as the best parameter for cone 

structure in this study. 

 

Fig. 3-13. Axial distributions of solids radial velocities at outlets of dense downers with 

different cone angles. 

3.3.3   Effect of solids mass flux 

To obtain the utmost limit of solids holdup in such a dense downer, the relationship 

of the solids holdup and the solids mass flux was investigated in a dense downer with a 

diameter of 25 mm. As shown in Fig. 3-14, the solids holdup increased linearly with the 
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increase in Gs, and the highest average solids holdup reached about 0.39. However, 

when the Gs exceeded 956.9 kg/m2s, the average solids holdup remained almost 

unchanged at 0.4 instead of a linear rise. Herein, the solids mass flow flux at Gs = 1061 

and 1167.1 kg/m2s were further investigated. The differences of solids mass flow rates 

between inlet and outlet were 0.42 kg/s and 1.12 kg/s, respectively. In this case, some 

particles would be accumulated in the cone structure and dilute downer. In other words, 

the mass conservation has been broken. The phenomenon indicates that the carrying 

capacity of dense downer reaches the maximum. According to these results, the Gs 

should be limited to less than 956.9 kg/m2s. 

 

Fig. 3-14. Effects of Gs on average solids holdup. 

Fig. 3-15 shows the effects of Gs on the radial distribution of solids holdup. When 

the Gs was less than 636.6 kg/m2s, the solids holdup increased at all radial positions 

with the increase in Gs. When the Gs was over 636.6 kg/m2s, the maximum solids 
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holdup remained unchanged at about 0.52 in the annular region and exhibited an 

accelerating rise in the central region. As discussed above, the particles will move 

towards the wall after the collision at the inlet region. In the case of high Gs, because the 

solids holdup in annular region reached the saturation state, the particles in the central 

region cannot move to the wall, leading to an accelerated rise of solids holdup in the 

center region. When the Gs was less than 636.6 kg/m2s, the gas flow resistance in the 

central region should be low due to the low solids holdup so that the gas tends to flow 

into the central region, which could cause a separation of gas and solids phases. Thusly, 

the gas and solids should contact more sufficiently in the case of high Gs. 

 

Fig. 3-15. Radial distribution of solids holdup with different Gs at outlet of dense 

downer. 

Moreover, when the solids and gas get into the dense downer from the cone 

structure, according to the continuous medium hypothesis, the gas velocity will increase  
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Fig. 3-16 Axial distribution with different Gs: (a) slip velocity, and (b) solids holdup. 

rapidly, causing a high slip velocity at the inlet of dense downer (Fig. 3-16a). In this 

case, the particles will be rapidly accelerated downward in the dense downer under the 

combined action of gas-solids drag force and gravity, and as such, the slip velocity will 
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decrease along the dense downer. As shown in Fig. 3-16a, the solids velocity did not 

exceed the gas velocity so that the kinetic energy is continuously transferred from the 

gas to the solids. Fig. 3-16b shows the effect of Gs on the solids holdup axial 

distribution. With the increase in Gs, the solids holdup increased at each axial position  

along the dense downer. It should be noted that the solids holdup decreased rapidly at 

the inlet of dense downer towing to the particles accelerating. Moreover, the axial 

distribution of solids holdup appeared an exponential form, indicating that the gas-

solids flow developed rapidly in the accelerating stage. As such, the solids holdup 

became almost a constant below the position of Z = 0.4 m. Herein, one can see that the 

axial flow characteristics in the dense downer was the similar as that in the first 

acceleration region and the developed region of the conventional downer. However, the 

second acceleration region was not observed due to the short length of the downer in 

this study. 

3.4.   Conclusions 

In this study, the gas-solids flow behaviors of a dense downer setting under a dilute 

conventional downer were simulated. In order to obtain the optimal structural 

parameters and operating conditions, the influences of D, α and Gs on the solids holdup 

were investigated in details. The results of simulation on the dense downer in the cold 

state are as follows: 

(1) The novel dense downer could increase solids holdup extremely. It is found that 

there is a peak solids holdup in the annular region near the wall whereas many particles 

concentrate at the center of the dense downer. The unique solids radial distribution is 
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caused by the radial movement of particles. 

(2) With the decrease in D, the solids holdup and the velocities of gas and solids 

increase, but the residence time decreases. Considering enough residence time and 

solids holdup and avoiding the wall effect, the optimum diameter of dense downer (D) 

should be 25 mm. 

(3) The cone structure with small α pushes more particles towards the annular 

region and inhibits the agglomerates by collisions, which could enhance the radial 

mixing, and the heat and mass transfers. Because the α should not be less than the angle 

of repose of the solids, α = 30° is selected the optimum parameter for the cone structure. 

(4) It is found that the utmost limit of the average solids holdup is about 0.4, and in 

this case, the carrying capacity of dense downer reaches the maximum, and the peak 

solids holdup of annular region is about 0.52. In addition, it is found that the axial flow 

characteristic in the dense downer the similar as that in the first acceleration and 

developed regions of the conventional downer. 

Nomenclature 

Notations  

cv coefficient of variation 

CD drag coefficient, dimensionless 

Cμ, C1ε, C2ε coefficients in turbulence model, dimensionless 

ds particle diameter, m 

D diameter of dense downer, m 

es particle-particle restitution coefficient, dimensionless 
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ew particle-wall restitution coefficient, dimensionless 

g gravitational acceleration, m/s2 

g0 radial distribution coefficient, dimensionless 

Gk, m production of turbulent kinetic energy, dimensionless 

Gs circulating flux of solid particles, kg/m2s 

H height of the dense downer, m 

I  stress tensor, dimensionless 

I2D second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, dimensionless 

k turbulence kinetic energy tensor, dimensionless 

s
k  diffusion coefficient for granular energy, kg/s·m 

Kgs interphase exchange coefficient, kg·m2/s 

n sample size of radial distribution of solids holdup 

p pressure, Pa 

ps particulate phase pressure, Pa 

pf pressure for wall friction, Pa 

r Radial distance, m 

R radius of the downer, m 

Re relative Reynolds number, dimensionless 

Res particle Reynolds number, dimensionless 

t time, s 

ts,r residence time, s 

vg gas velocity, m/s 

vs solids velocity, m/s 
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vs,ave average solids velocity, m/s 

z height of the measured section, m 

Z axial distance from the inlet of dense downer, m 

Greek letters 

α angle of cone structure, degrees 

αg volume fraction of gas phase, dimensionless 

αs volume fraction of solids phase, dimensionless 

αs,ave average volume fraction of solids phase, dimensionless 

ε turbulence dissipation rate, m2/s3 

gs  dissipation of granular energy resulting from the fluctuating forcer, m2/s2 

μg viscosity of gas phase, Pa·s 

μs solids shear viscosity, Pa·s 

μs, col solids collisional viscosity, Pa·s 

μs, kin solids kinetic viscosity, Pa·s 

μs, fr solids frictional viscosity, Pa·s 

μt, m frictional viscosity of system m, Pa·s 

Πkg source term caused by influence of solids phase on turbulent kinetic 

energy, m2/s3 

Πεg source term caused by influence of solids phase on turbulence energy 

dissipation rate, m2/s4 

σε granular kinetic theory parameter (kinetic viscosity), Pa·s 

σ(αs) standard deviation of volume fraction of solids phase, dimensionless 

θ angle of internal friction, degrees 
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Θs granular temperature, m2/s2 

γΘs collisional dissipation of energy, m2/s2 

g  shear stress of gas phase, N/m2 

s  shear stress of solids phase, N/m2 

λs solids bulk viscosity, Pa·s 

ρg gas density, kg/m3 

ρs solids density, kg/m3 
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 CHAPTER 4: A Biomass-Based Small-Scale Power 

Generation System with Energy/Exergy Recuperation 

4.1   Introduction 

Nowadays, electricity accounts for 19% of total final consumption of energy [1], 

which is increasing year by year with the economic growth [2]. Fossil fuels are still the 

major energy resources for the world's electricity generation [3]. However, the fossil 

fuels will be not enough for world energy requirement and diminish completely in 

2100s based on the current rate of energy consumption [4]. Moreover, the utilization of 

fossil fuels has caused global warming and environmental pollution because of the 

emission of greenhouse gas, acid gas and aerosol particles [5]. Therefore, it is becoming 

more and more important for the application of environmentally friendly natural energy 

to replace the traditional fossil fuels to generate electricity. Among various natural 

energies, biomass is considered as the renewable and sustainable one which can provide 

stable electricity and attracted much attention from both industrial and academic 

research fields [6]. Especially, the carbon dioxide produced from the utilization of 

biomass can be captured by afforestation, preventing the carbon dioxide from 

exacerbating global warming [7]. 

Due to the scattered geographical distribution of biomass, to reduce the costs of 

collection and transportation and fully use the locally available biomass, small-scale 

biomass power generation system should be more suitable for the biomass energy 

applications [8]. Nevertheless, the net biomass to electricity efficiencies of conventional 
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combustion-type power plants are still low, which only range from 20% to 30% (based 

on lower heating value (LHV)) [9]. In addition, the high specific investment cost and 

emissions of acid gases such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx) are also 

essential to be solved [10]. Thus, the biomass-based combined heat and power (CHP) 

systems with high thermal efficiency and excellent pollutants removing capability have 

become the main stream in the application of biomass energy [11]. It is reported that a 

CHP system consisted of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and/or gas turbine (GT) could 

achieve a high efficiency for the generation of electrical power [12], in which biomass 

should firstly react with different gasifying agents such as air, steam, oxygen, and 

carbon dioxide to produce syngas rich in hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Thus, how to 

effectively obtain high quality syngas becomes the key process for the biomass-based 

CHP system. 

The effects of reactor type, gasifying agent and catalyst on the biomass gasification 

efficiency have been widely investigated. Usually, gasification is carried out in a fixed 

bed, a moving bed or a fluidized bed [13]. The fixed bed and moving bed are always 

used in small-scale biomass gasifiers since their simple structure and easy operation. 

However, their temperature distributions are always nonuniform and gasification 

efficiencies are low and especially tar is easily generated. In contrast, by using the 

fluidized bed, the formation of hot spots can be refrained, and simultaneously the 

interaction between solids and gas can be enhanced. However, a large amount of fly-

ashes and tar could be also generated along with the syngas, leading to the increase of 

purification cost and risk of tube blockage [14].  

Meanwhile, the selection of gasifying agent could greatly affect the quantity and 

quality of the products. When pure oxygen or air is used as the gasifying agent, partial 
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combustion occurs to provide heat for the gasification. In the case of using air, the 

produced syngas has a relatively lower heating value due to the dilution of nitrogen [15]. 

On the other hand, in the case of using pure oxygen, the generation of oxygen from air 

needs an air separation unit (ASU), which will significantly increase the cost due to the 

high electrical consumption. Carbon dioxide is also used as the gasifying agent, but the 

gasification needs high temperature and the efficiency is low [16]. In contrast, the steam 

gasification can be carried out at a relatively low temperature condition to obtain the 

syngas with high heating value [15]. However, in the steam gasification of biomass, 

biomass pyrolysis, volatiles reforming and bio-char gasification usually occur at 

different temperature ranges with different reaction rates. For example, biomass 

pyrolysis and tar reforming are relatively fast reaction processes whereas it has to take a 

long time for the complete steam gasification of bio-char at a high temperature (800-

1000 ℃) [17]. Due to the endothermicity and long required residence time of bio-char 

reaction in steam gasification process, circulating fluidized bed (CFB) systems are often 

adopted to subdivide the reaction process into gasification and bio-char oxidation [18]. 

In the conventional CFB biomass gasification system, the unreacted bio-char in gasifier 

flows into a combustor to provide required thermal energy for the total system by using 

inert heat carriers. Although this design can reduce the required residence time of 

biomass particles in the gasifier, how to achieve a heat balance in the system is still a 

difficult issue. Especially, the consumption of fuel in the combustor is commonly in the 

range of 30-40% of the total fuel input for the gasification system [19]. However, since 

the range of bio-char yield in general pyrolysis is 9.5-48% and in particular, the range of 

bio-char yield during the fast pyrolysis process is only 12-15% [20], obviously, the heat 

provided by unreacted bio-char may not be enough for the biomass pyrolysis and steam 
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reforming of tar and gasification of bio-char. To ensure sufficient heat with high 

temperature, some researchers tried to provide heat for gasification system by using 

heat-exchange type combustor, in which some fuels or part of syngas was combusted to 

provide heat for the gasification reaction [19]. Such methods can separate the 

gasification from combustion completely to avoid mixing combustion exhaust with 

produced syngas. However, the introduction of heat exchanger units into the system 

needs further spatial subdivisions of gasification system. In addition, the high mass 

fraction of volatiles during the biomass gasification could promote the coke formation 

on the catalyst surface, resulting in rapid catalyst deactivation [21]. Thus, considering 

the difference in reaction time, heat supplement and catalyst deactivation, the spatial 

subdivision of biomass pyrolysis, combustion, tar reforming and catalyst regeneration 

processes is adopted by using a separated-type biomass gasification process to realize 

the optimization of each conversion step and improve the whole performance. 

Moreover, in the biomass-based CHP system, along with the syngas production 

and electrical power generation, how to recuperate and reuse the exhausting 

energy/exergy from the gasifier, SOFC, gas turbine and the auxiliary equipment is also 

very important [22]. In addition, the high-temperature crude syngas produced from the 

gasifier cannot be applied in SOFC and gas turbine directly due to the existence of 

many impurities and toxic substances in it. Since the techniques of the high-temperature 

separation of impurities and toxic substances are still immature, the crude syngas has to 

be cooled down, purified at low temperatures, compressed and reheated before entering 

SOFCs. As such, during the process of cooling and reheating, a large amount of 

energy/exergy is lost, leading to the decrease of whole thermal efficiency in the system 

[23]. Therefore, avoiding the energy/exergy loss as much as possible is the key to 
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realize high-efficiency of the biomass-based CHP system. 

 

Fig. 4-1. Schematic of the proposed biomass-based power generation system with 

energy/exergy recuperation. 

In this work, a novel small-scale high-efficient power generation system with a 

separated-type biomass gasification process and energy/exergy recuperation is proposed 

for the first time. As shown in the flowsheet diagram (Fig. 4-1), the system is mainly 

operated as follows: 

(1) Biomass is fed into the separated-type biomass gasification process and converted to 

crude syngas by a fast pyrolysis unit combined with a catalytic steam reforming unit 

for tar. 

(2) The produced crude syngas is cooled down, purified, compressed and pre-heated. 

(3) High-temperature clean syngas flows into the SOFCs to generate electrical power. 

(4) Unreacted fuel gas burns in a gas turbine to generate electrical power. 
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(5) Exhaust from gas turbine provides heat for pre-heating the syngas and air used in 

SOFCs and gas turbine. 

In addition, heat is also recuperated by heat exchangers from the exhausts of bio-

char and volatiles combustion and reutilized in the gasification process. It should be 

noted that the fast pyrolysis of biomass combined with the catalytic steam tar reforming 

is considered in this new system for the first time, which is expected to provide a new 

biomass conversion process with highly efficient utilization of biomass for the power 

generation. 

4.2   System process and simulation methods 

As illustrated in Fig. 4-1, the proposed power generation system mainly includes a 

separated-type biomass gasification process with a pyrolyzer, a tar (volatiles) reformer, 

a bio-char combustor, a volatiles combustor, a syngas purifier, and an electrical power 

generation process with a SOFC and a gas turbine. The main auxiliary equipment 

includes heat exchangers, compressors, water pumps and waste heat boiler. In this work, 

Aspen Plus software (10.0 version) is applied for the total system analysis, and the 

detail model is built as illustrated in Fig. 4-2. Herein, the basic assumptions for the 

simulation are listed as follows: 

(1) All units are operated at steady-state conditions. 

(2) The heat loss in the gasification system by wall is assumed to be 4% of LHV of 

biomass [24]; 

(3) All reactors reach the equilibrium states; 

(4) The standard condition (dead state) for specific enthalpy, specific entropy, standard 
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chemical exergy is temperature T0 = 25 ℃ and absolute pressure P0 = 1 atm; 

(5) All inputs of biomass, air and water are in the standard condition. 

 

Fig. 4-2. Detailed flowsheet of the system in Aspen Plus software. 

4.2.1   The proposed separated-type biomass gasification process 

Fig. 4-3 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed novel separated-type 

biomass gasification process in this work, in which a downer-type pyrolyzer, a riser-

type combustor (bio-char) and a tube-and-shell-type tar (volatiles) reformer are included. 

In the simulation, wood chips are considered as the biomass feedstock, which are 

introduced into the downer-type pyrolyzer and heated to 500 ℃ by the heat carrier (e.g., 

silica sands) and pyrolyzed rapidly at first. Herein, the feedstock information and the 

related fast pyrolysis data (Table 4-1) obtained by National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL) [25] were used with minor modification. Then, the produced 

volatiles are quickly separated from the char by using a fast gas-solids separator. The 
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Fig. 4-3. Schematic diagram of the proposed separated-type biomass gasification 

system. 

produced bio-char with a relatively low yield from the fast pyrolysis process is not 

gasified but completely combusted to provide the heat for the pyrolyzer. Meanwhile, the 

volatiles with a large yield in the fast biomass pyrolysis are separately applied in two 

parts: the main one is reformed by steam to generate syngas in the tube-reforming 

reactor and the other is combusted in the shell-combustion reactor to supply heat for the 
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catalytic tar reforming process. In the reformer, a cheap and active dolomite catalyst is 

assumed to be used, and as the catalyst is deactivated, the stream of volatiles can be 

switched to a spare reformer to realize continuous work, and simultaneously, the 

deactivated catalyst is regenerated or replaced. It should be noted that the pyrolyzer and 

reformer are independently operated, allowing each can be operated in its optimum 

condition. In addition, although air is also introduced in the system, the produced 

syngas is not directly exposed to air, avoiding the dilution by nitrogen. Table 4-2 

summarizes the possible reactions in the separated-type biomass gasification process 

[15]. Besides, the heat exchanger is used to deliver heat from the hot exhausts of 

combustors to the pyrolyzer as well as the reformer, and the waste heat boiler is applied 

to rapidly cool down the crude syngas and simultaneously to generate the steam. The 

cooled crude syngas is purified before entering the power generation part. 

Table 4-1 Main characteristics of feedstock and pyrolysis products (based on the 

literatures [25]) 

Characteristics Value Pyrolysis products (g/kg dry 

feed) 

Particle size < 3 mm Bio-oil  

Moisture 7% Acetic acid (C2H4O2) 59.3 

Carbon (C) 50.93% Propionic acid (C3H6O2) 73.1 

Hydrogen (H) 6.05% Guaiacol (C7H8O2) 6.1 

Oxygen (O) 41.93% Syringol (C8H10O3) 38.0 

Nitrogen (N) 0.17% Formic acid (CH2O2) 34.1 

Sulfur (S) 0.0% Propyl benzoate (C10H12O2) 163.6 
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Ash 0.92% Phenol (C6H6O) 4.6 

Feed rate 107.53 kg/h Toluene (C7H8) 22.7 

  Furfural (C5H4O2) 189.8 

  Benzene (C6H6) 7.7 

  Gas  

  Carbon dioxide (CO2) 54.2 

  Carbon monoxide (CO) 65.6 

  Methane (CH4) 0.35 

  Ethylene (C2H4) 1.42 

  Hydrogen (H2) 5.88 

  Propylene (C3H6) 1.52 

  Ammonia (NH3) 0.12 

  Others  

  Char and ash 162 

  Water (H2O) 108 

 

Table 4-2 Reactions in the separated-type biomass gasification process. 

Reaction name Chemical reaction equation Eq. 

Biomass pyrolysis ( )Biomass Volatiles gases bio oil Char→ + − +  (4-1) 

Steam reforming of 

tar (CxHyOz) 
( ) 2 22x y z

yC H O x z H O xCO x z H 
+ − → + + − 

 
 (4-2) 

Water-gas shift 

reaction 
2 2 2CO H O H CO+  +  (4-3) 
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Boudouard reaction 22CO C CO +  (4-4) 

Steam gasification 

of char 
2 2C H O H CO+  +  (4-5) 

Methane 

decomposition 
4 22CH H C +  (4-6) 

Methanation 

reaction 
2 4 22 2CO H CH CO+ → +  (4-7) 

Steam reforming of 

methane 
4 2 23CH H O H CO+  +  (4-8) 

Combustion of 

volatiles 
2 2 24 2 2x y z

y z yC H O x O xCO H O 
+ + − → + 
 

 (4-9) 

 2 22 2CO O CO+ →  (4-10) 

 4 2 2 22 2CH O H O CO+ → +  (4-11) 

 2 2 22 2H O H O+ →  (4-12) 

 3 2 24 5 4 6NH O NO H O+ → +  (4-13) 

Combustion of char 

(CxHyOzNk) 
2 2 24 2 2 2x y z k

y z k yC H O N x O xCO H O kNO 
+ + − + → + + 
 

 
(4-14) 

Nitric oxide (NO) 

oxidation 
2 22 2NO O NO+   (4-15) 

 

4.2.2   Solid oxide fuel cells 

SOFCs has a high electrical efficiency of 40-60% [26], which is applied to convert 
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the syngas to electricity in this system. As illustrated in Fig. 4-1, the purified syngas and 

the compressed air are introduced into the anode and cathode of SOFCs, respectively. It 

is reported that the introduction of an appropriate amount of moisture with the syngas 

into the SOFCs could improve the efficiency by water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) [27]. 

Therefore, in this study, the moisture of about 6% (Molar fraction) is assumed to be 

retained in the syngas after the purification. 

The SOFC model is from the publications of Tjaden et al. [28] and Hauck et al. [29] 

and the detail model using in this work is depicted in Fig. 4-2. The RGibbs block is 

adopted as the anode of SOFC, by which the electricity output can be calculated by 

minimizing the Gibbs free energy (G). Meanwhile, the cathode is simulated based on 

the Sep block which splits the incoming compressed air stream into the oxygen stream 

and oxygen depleted air stream. Herein, the oxygen stream is introduced into the anode 

of SOFC to simulate the oxygen species transfer through the SOFC electrolyte. In the 

SOFC model, the total electric current (I) is calculated based on the electrons needed for 

the oxidation reaction, fuel utilization factor (Uf) and Faraday constant (F) by Eq. (4-16): 

2 2
(2 8 2 )

1000
f H CH COU n n n F

I
• • •

+ +
=

 
(4-16) 

Meanwhile, the operating voltage (V) is calculated based on the Gibbs free energy 

change and area specific resistance (ASR) and current density (j) by Eq. (4-17): 

GV ASR j
I


= − 
 

(4-17) 

For a SOFC, the direct current (DC) power output can be calculated by Eq. (4-18): 

DCW I V= 
 

(4-18) 
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4.2.3   Gas turbine 

The gas turbine is used to convert the unreacted syngas in SOFCs to the electrical 

power. Herein, the exhaust expansion in the gas turbine could also compress the air 

which is used for SOFCs and combustion of unreacted syngas in the gas turbine since 

the air compressor and gas turbine could be connected on the same shaft. Moreover, in 

the exhaust discharged from the gas turbine, there is a large amount of energy/exergy in 

the form of heat, which can be reused for the pre-heating of syngas and air. 

4.2.4   Simulation methods 

In the simulation, solids processing model is adopted. The selected physical 

property model used for the calculation of the thermodynamic and transport properties 

of the conventional components is Peng-Robinson equation of state with Boston-

Mathias modifications (PR-BM) whereas those for nonconventional components 

(biomass and bio-char) are the HCOALGEN and DCOALIGT property models. In 

addition, some essential simulation assumptions for the units and their simulation 

blocks in Aspen Plus are summarized in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3 Essential simulation assumptions and models in the proposed small-scale 

high-efficient power generation process. 

Unit Simulation assumption Simulation model 

Biomass pyrolyzer Temperature: 500 ℃ 

Pressure: 1.015 bar [30] 

RYield block 

Bio-char combustor  Pressure: 1.015 bar RGibbs block 

Tar (Volatiles) Temperature: 850-1100 ℃ RGibbs block 
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reformer Pressure: 1.015 bar 

Tar (Volatiles) 

combustor 

Pressure: 1.015 bar RGibbs block 

SOFC Operating temperature: 850 ℃ 

Fuel utilization factor: 0.85 

Air utilization factor: 0.30 

DC-AC converter efficiency: 95% 

ASR: 0.5 Ω·cm2 [31] 

Anode: RGibbs block 

Cathode: Sep block [29] 

Gas turbine Discharge pressure: 16.2 kPa 

Isentropic efficiency: 90% 

Mechanical and generator 

efficiency: 98% [26] 

Compr block (turbine 

model) 

Compressor Compression ratio: 2.9 

Compressor efficiency: 80% 

Mechanical and electrical 

efficiency: 98% [32] 

Compr block (compressor 

model) 

Heat-exchanger Approach point: 10 ℃ 

Pinch point: 10 ℃ 

Pressure drop: 8% [26] 

Heater and HeatX blocks 

 

4.3   Energy and Exergy Analyses  

In thermodynamics, the results of energy and exergy analyses are usually used to 
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evaluate the processes of energy/exergy flow, transformation and storage in a system. 

4.3.1 Energy analysis 

The total energy of a stream can be defined as the sum of four types of energy: 

physical energy, chemical energy, kinetic energy and potential energy, which can be 

expressed as [33]: 

ph ch ki epEn En En En En= + + +
 

(4-19) 

In general, the kinetic and potential energies can be neglected due to their very low 

values [33]. Thus, the Eq. (4-19) can be simplified to: 

ph chEn En En= +
 

(4-20) 

The physical energy of a stream of conventional component can be calculated from 

the following equation [33]: 

1
iph i

i
En n h•

=

=
 

(4-21) 

where, 

0
0

T

pT
h h C dT= +   

(4-22) 

Cp is the specific heat capacity of gas at the constant pressure which can be written as 

[34]: 

2 3
pC a bT cT dT= + + +

 
(4-23) 

where a, b, c, and d are empirical coefficients for the specific heat capacity at the 

constant pressure. Table 4-4 summarizes the empirical coefficients used in this work. 

The chemical energy of a stream of conventional components is expressed by the 

higher heating value (HHV) [36]: 
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1
ich i

i
En n HHV•

=

=
 

(4-24) 

Table 4-4 Empirical coefficients of specific heat capacity at the constant pressure [35]. 

Component a b (×10-2) c (×10-5) d (×10-9) Temperature 

range (K) 

H2 29.11 −0.1916 0.4003 −0.8704 273-1800 

CO 28.16 0.1675 0.5327 −2.222 273-1800 

CO2 22.26 5.981 −3.501 7.469 273-1800 

CH4 19.89 5.024 1.269 −11.01 273-1800 

N2 28.90 −0.1571 0.8081 −2.873 273-1800 

O2 25.48 1.520 −0.7155 1.312 273-1800 

H2O 32.24 0.1923 1.055 −3.595 273-1800 

 

In general, it is considered that the energy of biomass is equal to chemical energy 

of biomass [37], which can be expressed as: 

, biomassbiomass ch biomass biomassEn En m HHV•
= =

 
(4-25) 

Meanwhile, the lower heating value of biomass (LHVbiomass) is calculated from the 

following equation [38]: 

( )
[ ]0.0041868 1 0.15[ ] 7837.667[ ] 33888.889[ ]
8biomass
OLHV O C H 

= + + − 
   

(4-26) 

where [C], [H], [O], and [N] are the mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, 

nitrogen elements in the biomass, respectively.  According to the relationship between 

LHVbiomass and HHVbiomass, the HHVbiomass is given by [39]: 

21.978biomass biomass HHHV LHV n= +
 

(4-27) 
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The energy efficiencies of gasification system and the total power plant can be 

calculated by the following equations: 

,
,

100%syngas
En gasification

biomass air steam electricity input

En
En En En En

 = 
+ + +  

(4-28) 

,
,

, ,

100%electricity output
En total

biomass air total steam electricity input

En
En En En En

 = 
+ + +  

(4-29) 

4.3.2 Exergy analysis 

As we all know, not all energy can be fully utilized in a system. Thus, it is 

insufficient to evaluate the performance of a system only using energy analysis. Instead, 

the maximum useful work (i.e., exergy) from a thermal system should be also 

considered [26]. In other words, the exergy analysis based on the second law of 

thermodynamics should be a better way for the assessment of energy conversion quality 

in a system. Similar to energy, the exergy also consists of four parts: physical exergy, 

chemical exergy, kinetic exergy and potential exergy [33]. That is, the total exergy can 

be expressed as: 

ph ch ki epEx Ex Ex Ex Ex= + + +
 

(4-30) 

Herein, the kinetic and potential exergies can be neglected since they are very low. Thus, 

the Eq. (4-30) can be simplified to: 

ph chEx Ex Ex= +
 

(4-31) 

The physical energy of a stream of conventional component is calculated from the 

following equation [33]: 

( ) ( )0 0 0
1

iph
i

Ex n h h T s s•

=

= − − −  
 

(4-32) 
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where, 

0
0

0

ln
T p

T

C Ps s dT R
T P

= + −  
(4-33) 

The chemical exergy of a stream of conventional component is expressed as: 

( ), 0
1

lnich ch i i
i

Ex n ex RT x•

=

= +
 

(4-34) 

where exch,i is the specific chemical exergies of the components at the dead state 

which are summarized in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5 Specific chemical exergies of the components at the dead state [40]. 

Component Exergy (kJ/kmol) 

H2 236100 

CO 275110 

CO2 19870 

CH4 831650 

N2 720 

O2 3970 

H2O (gas) 9500 

H2O (liquid) 900 

Air 900 

 

For the biomass fed at the dead state, the physical exergy can be neglected [41]. 

Thus, the chemical exergy of biomass is written as: 

, biomassbiomass ch biomass biomassEx Ex m LHV
•

= =
 

(4-35) 

Herein, when the ratio of [O/C]≤2, the coefficient β can be calculated from the 
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following equation [41]: 

1.044 0.016 0.3493 1 0.0531 0.0493

1 0.4124

H O H N
C C C C

O
C



        
+ − + +        

        =
 

−  
 

 
(4-36) 

According to the second law of thermodynamics, the exergy is always destroyed 

and converted to anergy during an irreversible process. For a unit or the total system, 

the exergy destruction is expressed as: 

D input outputEx Ex Ex= −
 

(4-37) 

As such, the exergy efficiencies of gasification process and the total power 

generation system can be calculated by the following equations: 

,
,

100%syngas
Ex gasification

biomass air steam electricity input

Ex
Ex Ex Ex Ex

 = 
+ + +  

(4-38) 

,
,

, ,

100%electricity output
Ex total

biomass air total steam electricity input

Ex
Ex Ex Ex Ex

 = 
+ + +  

(4-39) 

4.4   Results and discussion 

In this work, the energy and exergy are used to analyze the processes of energy 

flow, transformation and storage in the system, and the sensitivity, energy and exergy 

analyses of the proposed novel CHP system are investigated to optimize the 

performance.  

4.4.1   Sensitivity analysis of the gasification process. 

In order to investigate the effects of operating conditions on the gasification 

process, detailed sensitivity analyses are implemented by the simulation. As indicated 
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above, the catalytic reforming of tar can be considered as the main unit for the 

producing syngas in this separated-type biomass gasification process. Based on the 

feedstock information and results of fast pyrolysis from NREL, the main product in the 

fast pyrolysis of wood biomass at 500 ℃ is tar (volatiles) with the highest yield [42]. In 

this study, the effects of the reforming temperature (TSR) varied from 850-1100 ℃ and 

the ratio of steam to carbon in volatiles (S/C) in the range of 2-3 on the complete 

conversion of tar are simulated at first. 

Fig. 4-4 presents the yields of components in the syngas produced from the tar 

reformer under different operating conditions. It can be seen that the high temperature 

favors the increase of CO yield while the yields of H2, CO2 and CH4 decrease with the 

increase of temperature. Since the temperature adopted in the simulation is high and the 

steam reforming reaction of CH4 (Eq. (4-8)) is endothermic, the yield of CH4 is very 

low.  It should be noted that the H2/CO molar ratio decreases with the increase in the 

temperature, indicating that water-gas shift reaction should be the dominant reaction in 

the tar reformer (Fig. 4-5), and the equilibrium of water-gas shift reaction (Eq. (4-3)) is 

shifted to the direction of CO by increasing the temperature. This behavior is consistent 

with the Le Chatelier's principle. Meanwhile, the effect of reforming temperature on the 

LHV of the produced syngas is shown in Fig. 4-6, which indicates that a syngas with a 

higher LHV can be obtained at a higher temperature. As such, by increasing the 

temperature from 850 to 1100 ℃ results in an increase of about 6% in LHV of syngas. 
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Fig. 4-4. Effect of operating condition of steam reforming on the produced syngas 

composition: a) TSR, b) S/C. 
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Fig. 4-5. Effect of operating condition on H2/CO molar ratio of produced syngas. 

Compared the yields of the products under different S/C values, the yields of H2 

and CO2 increase whereas those of CO and CH4 decrease with the increase of S/C value 

(Fig. 4-4b), indicating that the increase of steam can shift the equilibrium of water-gas 

shift reaction (Eq. (4-3)) to the direction of H2 and CO2 generations and greatly affect 

the H2/CO molar ratio in the syngas (Fig. 4-5). However, as shown in Fig. 4-5, the LHV 

of syngas decreases with the increase of S/C due to the dilution of CO2 and low 

concentration of CO with a higher LHV. Moreover, the higher steam concentration also 

further promotes CH4 conversion to H2 and CO so that almost no CH4 is found at high 

temperature and high S/C conditions. 
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Fig. 4-6. Effect of operating condition on LHV of the produced syngas. 

The performance of this separated-type biomass gasification process is evaluated 

by energy and exergy efficiencies. Fig. 4-7 presents the energy efficiencies under 

different operating conditions. In the studied temperatures and S/C ranges of the tar 

reforming, the energy efficiency is in the range of 70.6-79.5%, and the energy efficiency 

decreases with the increase of operation temperature in the reformer. At a higher tar 

reforming temperature, the equilibrium shifted to CO can absorb more heat. In addition, 

in this case, more energy is needed for the heating of the volatiles to the reaction 

temperature since the temperature of volatiles generated from the biomass pyrolyzer is 

only 500 ℃, which is lower than that in the tar reformer. Therefore, more volatiles 

should be assigned to the volatiles combustor to provide more heat for the tar reformer. 

As such, less volatiles will be introduced to the tar reformer, which also results in less 

syngas produced. 
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Fig. 4-7. Effect of operating condition on energy efficiency of the gasification process. 

The energy efficiency can be not only reduced by the increase of temperature, but 

also decreased with the increase of S/C in the tar reformer (Fig. 4-7). At 850 ℃, the 

energy efficiency decreases from 79.5% to 75.0% in the S/C range of 2-3. The main 

reason is that the steam needs more energy to be heated to the reaction temperature at a 

higher S/C. Moreover, in order to maintain a constant temperature in the tar reformer, 

more volatiles should be assigned to the volatiles combustor to provide more heat for 

the tar reformer, which also leads to the reduction of syngas. In addition, the decrease of 

energy efficiency is also attributed to the change of syngas components. According to 

Eq. (4-25), the chemical energy is depended on HHV. As such, the reduction of 

flammable components with higher HHV caused by increase of S/C also decreases the 

chemical energy of syngas. 
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Fig. 4-8. Effect of operating condition on exergy efficiency of the gasification system. 

Fig. 4-8 depicts the effect of operating condition on the exergy efficiency of this 

separated-type biomass gasification process. In the investigated temperature and S/C 

ranges in the tar reformer, the exergy efficiencies are in the range of 57.4-64.6%. One 

can see that the exergy efficiencies are lower than the energy efficiencies since the 

entropy changes occurred in the system are considered. As shown in Fig. 4-8, the exergy 

efficiency has the same trend as the energy efficiency and the highest exergy efficiency 

is obtained at the condition of 850 ℃ and S/C = 2. That is, the syngas produced at a 

relatively lower temperature as well as S/C condition has higher working ability. 

4.4.2   Energy and Exergy analyses for the total power generation system 

In thermodynamics, the Sankey and Grassmann diagrams are usually used to show 

the results of energy and exergy analyses respectively by illustrating the enthalpy and 

exergy flows for the evaluation of plant performance, in which the directions of flows 
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are represented by the arrows, and the width expresses the amount of energy/exergy. In 

this study, the total power generation system is simulated at the nominal condition, in 

which the tar reformer operating condition of 850 ℃ and S/C = 2 is adopted to get the 

maximum power generation. 

The Sankey diagram of the total power generation system is shown in Fig. 4-9 and 

the detail energy results, mass flow, temperature and pressure of all streams are 

summarized in Tables 4-6 and 4-7. One can see that the biomass input of 548.86 kW 

(HHV) can result in an electrical power output of 263.65 kW by using this system. As 

indicated in the Fig. 4-9, the energy of about 137.72 kW is from the hot exhaust and 

discharges in the gasification system. Herein, the heat exchangers are used for the 

energy recuperation, and it is found that half of the energy in the hot exhaust (72.14 kW) 

can be recuperated and reused in the gasification system. After delivering the energy for 

air heating, 65.58 kW of energy could be lost through the exhaust in the stack. Moreover, 

81.31 kW of energy can be released during the cooling of the crude syngas, which is 

used to convert water into steam by the waste heat boiler. The generated steam is 

injected into the tar reformer for the production of syngas, achieving an energy 

recuperation. As such, under the actions of these recuperators (i.e., heat exchangers and 

waste heat boiler), only about 74% of the energy input for the gasification is needed 

from the biomass and the produced syngas with 468.56 kW of energy can be obtained 

and further used for the following electricity generation process. 
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Fig. 4-9. Sankey diagram of the total power generation system. (Energy flows are 

expressed in kW.) 

The possibility of energy recuperation from the electricity generation process is 

also analyzed. As shown in Fig. 4-9, the energy presented in the hot exhaust outflowing 

from the gas turbine can reach as high as 432.17 kW. In order to avoid energy waste and 

improve total energy efficiency, the energy in the high temperature exhaust is 

recuperated by the pre-heaters (heat exchanger) for syngas and air. As such, in the pre-

heating process, the syngas and air can carry about 136.56 kW of energy back to the 

electricity generation process. The pre-heating of syngas and air can not only favor the 
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improvement of power production, but also prevent the formation of large temperature 

gradient in the SOFCs from causing the thermal stress to break the fuel cell. In the 

SOFCs, about 28.2% of energy is converted to electricity with a final electricity output 

of 202.93 kW after the DC-AC conversion. The depleted fuel from SOFC is completely 

burned for driving the gas turbine with an output of 60.72 kW of electricity. 

Furthermore, through the shaft, the gas turbine could also drive the syngas and air 

compressors in the electricity generation system with an energy consumption of 95.38 

kW. As a result, a total plant energy efficiency of 37.9% can be achieved. 

4.4.3   Exergy analysis of total power generation system 

The Grassmann diagram (exergy flow) (Fig. 4-10), which can illustrate the quality 

of energy stream, is used to further assess the performance of the total power generation 

system, which could also show the exergy destruction in the system. Herein, the detail 

exergy results of all streams are summarized in Table 4-8. Table 4-9 summarizes the 

exergy efficiencies and exergy destructions of the units calculated in this power 

generation system with the defined inputs and outputs. As a result, the exergy efficiency 

of total power generation system reaches as high as 43.2%. Herein, in the gasification 

system, the exergies of 40.39 kW and 32.63 kW are recuperated by air and steam, 

respectively, which accounts for about 10.9% of the exergy input of gasification system. 

After the purification of crude syngas, the purified syngas with 387.25 kW of exergy is 

introduced into the electrical power generation system. In addition, by using the pre-

heaters, 74.36 kW of exergy in the exhaust is delivered to syngas and air, further 

enhancing electrical power output.  

In the total power generation system, total exergy loss is approximately 347.35 kW, 
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of which only 19.8% is lost to environment through the exhaust. It should be noted that 

most of exergy loss is caused by exergy destruction during the energy conversion. As 

summarized in Table 4-9, the biomass gasification process contributes the largest 

exergy destruction, which accounts for about 48.9% of the total exergy loss. It is mainly 

resulted from the irreversible exothermic combustion process [26]. Herein, the decrease 

in exergy efficiency should be also caused by more volatiles assigned to the volatiles 

combustor in the case of tar reforming at high temperature as well as high S/C. These 

results indicate that the exergy efficiency of the gasification system could be further 

optimized by the ways such as enhancing the thermal insulation and applying more 

excellent catalysts so that the biomass can be completely converted at lower temperature, 

lower S/C, and higher space velocity conditions. 

Table 4-10 summarizes and compares the total exergy efficiency of the present 

CHP system with those reported typical ones. One can see that this proposed CHP 

system has higher exergy efficiency than those conventional ones. Since the CHP 

system with only a single SOFC cannot fully utilize fuel, the SOFC is often integrated 

with GT in the recent studies. In these systems, except [43], most of them using the 

steam as the gasifying agent show better performances since the diluting of syngas by 

the nitrogen in air can be avoided. Compared with other reported ones, the proposed 

CHP system in this work can obtain a relatively high exergy efficiency (43.2%) by 

combining the steam tar reforming with the SOFC-GT power generators. Moreover, the 

present unique gasification system design could not only eliminate the negative effect 

from reaction time differences of pyrolysis, combustion and reforming, but also realize 

the heat recuperation and catalyst regeneration effectively. 
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Fig. 4-10. Grassmann diagram of the total power generation system. (Exergy flows are 

expressed in kW.) 
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Table 4-6 Detail energy results of every stream 

Unit Inlet stream Energy (kW) Outlet stream Energy (kW) 

Gasification system Biomass 548.86 Hot crude syngas 583.97 

 Steam 84.05 Ash 0.19 

 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (1)) 

43.97 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

53.83 

 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (2)) 

65.72 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

83.89 

   Heat loss (from 

compressor (gasification 

system)) 

20.72 

     

Heat exchanger (1) Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

16.08 Exhaust (from heat 

exchanger (1)) 

25.94 
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 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

53.83 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (1)) 

43.97 

     

Heat exchanger (2) Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

21.47 Exhaust (from heat 

exchanger (2)) 

39.64 

 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

83.89 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (2)) 

65.72 

     

Compressor 

(gasification system) 

Air (to compressor 

(gasification system)) 

29.02 Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

16.08 

 Electricity 8.72 Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

21.47 

   Compressor loss (from 

compressor (gasification 

system)) 

0.19 
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Waste heat boiler Hot crude syngas 583.97 Steam 84.05 

 Water 2.75 Crude syngas 502.67 

     

Purification Crude syngas 502.67 Syngas 468.56 

   Impurities 3.11 

   Heat loss (from 

purification) 

31.00 

     

Syngas compressor Syngas 468.56 Compressed syngas 476.72 

 Mechanical work (to 

syngas compressor) 

8.33 Compressor loss (from 

syngas compressor) 

0.17 

     

Pre-heater (1) Compressed syngas 476.72 Hot syngas 503.83 

 Hot exhaust (from gas 432.17 Hot exhaust (from pre- 405.06 
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turbine) heater (1)) 

     

Pre-heater (2) Hot exhaust (from pre-

heater (1)) 

405.06 Hot air (to SOFC) 252.50 

 Compressed air (from 

air compressor) 

188.72 Hot air (to gas turbine) 45.67 

   Exhaust (from pre-heater 

(2)) 

295.61 

     

SOFC Hot syngas 503.83 Electricity (DC) 213.61 

 Hot air (to SOFC) 252.50 Depleted fuel 542.72 

     

DC-AC Electricity (DC) 213.61 Electricity (AC) (from 

DC-AC) 

202.93 

   Power loss 10.68 
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Gas turbine Depleted fuel 542.72 Electricity (AC) (from 

gas turbine) 

60.72 

 Hot air (to gas turbine) 45.67 Mechanical work (to 

syngas compressor) 

8.33 

   Mechanical work (to air 

compressor) 

84.05 

   Turbine loss 3.12 

   Hot exhaust (from gas 

turbine) 

432.17 

     

Air compressor Air (to air compressor) 106.36 Compressor loss (from 

air compressor) 

1.69 

 Mechanical work (to air 

compressor) 

84.05 Compressed air (from 

air compressor) 

188.72 
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Table 4-7 Mass flows, temperatures and pressures of every stream 

Stream Mass flow (kg/h) Temperature (℃) Pressure (kPa) 

Biomass 100.00 25.00 101.50 

Hot crude syngas 158.26 850.00 101.50 

Crude syngas 158.26 84.49 85.91 

Syngas 106.88 50.00 85.91 

Compressed syngas 106.88 181.98 441.66 

Hot syngas 106.88 595.35 441.66 

Depleted fuel 1193.36 850.00 441.66 

Hot exhaust (from gas turbine) 1389.88 605.35 17.73 

Hot exhaust (from pre-heater (1)) 1389.88 546.27 16.31 

Exhaust (from pre-heater (2)) 1389.88 298.93 15.00 

Air (to compressor (gasification system)) 350.00 25.00 0.00 

Compressed air (to heat exchanger (1)) 150.00 111.61 110.00 
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Hot air (from heat exchanger (1)) 150.00 730.00 110.00 

Hot exhaust (to heat exchanger (1)) 165.47 740.00 101.50 

Exhaust (from heat exchanger (1)) 165.47 207.55 93.38 

Compressed air (to heat exchanger (2)) 200.00 111.61 110.00 

Hot air (from heat exchanger (2)) 200.00 840.00 110.00 

Hot exhaust (to heat exchanger (2)) 219.73 850.66 101.50 

Exhaust (from heat exchanger (2)) 219.73 236.42 93.38 

Ash 0.92 740.00 101.50 

Water 94.38 25.00 0 

Steam 94.38 318.78 101.50 

Impurities 51.38 50.00 85.91 

Air (to air compressor) 1283.00 25.00 0.00 

Compressed air (from air compressor) 1283.00 250.81 441.66 

Hot air (to SOFC) 1086.48 536.27 441.66 

Hot air (to gas turbine) 196.52 536.27 441.66 
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Table 4-8 Detail exergy results of every stream 

Unit Inlet stream Exergy (kW) Outlet stream Exergy (kW) 

Gasification system Biomass 586.83 Hot crude syngas 439.11 

 Steam 33.94 Ash 0.33 

 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (1)) 

19.5 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

24.22 

 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (2)) 

31.11 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

38.00 

     

Heat exchanger (1) Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

4.39 Exhaust (from heat 

exchanger (1)) 

7.72 

 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

24.22 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (1)) 

19.50 
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Heat exchanger (2) Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

5.83 Exhaust (from heat 

exchanger (2)) 

10.36 

 Hot exhaust (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

38.00 Hot air (from heat 

exchanger (2)) 

31.11 

     

Compressor 

(gasification system) 

Air (to compressor 

(gasification system)) 

3.03 Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (1)) 

4.39 

 Electricity 8.72 Compressed air (to heat 

exchanger (2)) 

5.83 

     

Waste heat boiler Hot crude syngas 439.11 Steam 33.94 

 water 1.31 Crude syngas 394.81 

     

Purification Crude syngas 394.81 Syngas 387.25 

   Impurities 0.78 
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Syngas compressor Syngas 387.25 Compressed syngas 394.33 

 Mechanical work (to 

syngas compressor) 

8.33   

     

Pre-heater (1) Compressed syngas 394.33 Hot syngas 408.85 

 Hot exhaust (from gas 

turbine) 

131.19 Hot exhaust (from pre-

heater (1)) 

113.21 

     

Pre-heater (2) Hot exhaust (from pre-

heater (1)) 

113.21 Hot air (to SOFC) 121.56 

 Compressed air (from 

air compressor) 

83.69 Hot air (to gas turbine) 21.97 

   Exhaust (from pre-heater 

(2)) 

50.70 
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SOFC Hot syngas 408.85 Electricity (DC) 213.61 

 Hot air (to SOFC) 121.56 Depleted fuel 283.64 

     

DC-AC Electricity (DC) 213.61 Electricity (AC) (from 

DC-AC) 

202.93 

     

Gas turbine Depleted fuel 283.64 Electricity (AC) (from 

gas turbine) 

60.72 

 Hot air (to gas turbine) 21.97 Mechanical work (to 

syngas compressor) 

84.05 

   Mechanical work (to air 

compressor) 

8.33 

   Hot exhaust (from gas 

turbine) 

131.19 
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Air compressor Air (to air compressor) 11.11 Compressed air (from 

air compressor) 

83.69 

 Mechanical work (to air 

compressor) 

84.05   

 

Table 4-9 The calculated exergy efficiencies and exergy destructions of different units. 

Unit Exergy efficiency 

equation 

Exergy 

efficiency (%) 

Input Output Exergy 

destruction (kW) 

Gasification process  

   

biomass hot air steam

hot crude syngas hot exhaust ash

Ex Ex Ex
Ex Ex Ex

+ +

+ +

 

74.7 Biomass, hot air, 

steam 

Hot crude syngas, hot 

exhaust, ash 

169.72 

Heat exchanger (1)   

 

hot air compressed air

hot exhaust exhaust

Ex Ex
Ex Ex

−

−

 91.6 Exergy decrease of 

exhaust 

Exergy increase of air 1.39 

Heat exchanger (2)   

 

hot air compressed air

hot exhaust exhaust

Ex Ex
Ex Ex

−

−

 91.5 Exergy decrease of 

exhaust 

Exergy increase of air 2.36 
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Compressor 

(gasification system) 

 compressed air air

electricity

Ex Ex
Ex

−  82.5 Electricity Exergy increase of air 1.53 

Waste heat boiler 
   

steam water

hot crude syngas crude syngas

Ex Ex
Ex Ex

−

−

 73.7 Exergy decrease of 

crude syngas 

Exergy increase of steam 11.67 

Purification 
 

syngas impurities

crude syngas

Ex Ex
Ex

+  98.3 Crude syngas Syngas, impurities 6.78 

Syngas compressor  

 

compressed syngas syngas

mechanical work

Ex Ex
Ex

−  85.0 Mechanical work 

from gas turbine 

Exergy increase of 

syngas 

1.25 

Air compressor  

 

compressed air air

mechanical work

Ex Ex
Ex

−  86.4 Mechanical work 

from gas turbine 

Exergy increase of air 11.47 

Pre-heater (1)   

 

hot syngas compressed syngas

hot exhaust

Ex Ex
Ex
−



 80.8 Exergy decrease of 

exhaust 

Exergy increase of 

syngas 

3.46 

Pre-heater (2)   

 

hot air compressed air

hot exhaust exhaust

Ex Ex
Ex Ex

−

−

 95.7 Exergy decrease of 

exhaust 

Exergy increase of air 2.67 

SOFC   

  

DC power depleted fuel

hot syngas hot air

Ex Ex
Ex Ex

+

+

 93.7 Hot syngas, hot air DC power, depleted fuel 33.16 
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DC-AC inverter  

 

AC power

DC power

Ex
Ex

 95.0 DC power AC power 10.68 

Gas turbine    

  

AC power mechanical work hot exhaust

depleted fuel hot air

Ex Ex Ex
Ex Ex
+ +

+

 

93.0 Depleted fuel, hot air AC power, mechanical 

work, hot exhaust 

21.32 

 

Table 4-10 Comparison of the performance of the present novel small-scale CHP system with other reported biomass gasification CHP 

systems. 

No. Feed fuel Gasifying 

agent 

System features Main units Exergy 

efficiency (%) 

Ref. 

1 Wood Steam Conventional CHP system Gasifier; SOFC 36 [44] 

2 Wood Air Conventional CHP system Gasifier; SOFC 28 [44] 

3 Wood Steam Micro CHP system combined with a 

compression 

heat pump 

Gasifier; SOFC; Compression 

heat pump 

42.3 [45] 

4 Wood Steam CHP system with hot gas cleanup Gasifier; SOFC; Hot gas filter 39.1 [46] 

5 Wood Air CHP system coupled with Gasifier; SOFC; CO2 turbine 40.1 [47] 
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supercritical CO2 cycle 

6 Rice straw Air Micro multi-stage CHP system 

integrated with ORC (organic 

Rankine cycle)  

Gasifier; SOFC; GT; ORC 

turbine 

35.1 [48] 

7 Rice husk Steam CHP system combined with high-

temperature sodium heat pipes 

Gasifier; SOFC; Heat pipes 44.22 [49] 

8 Wood CO2 CHP system using CO2 gasifying 

agent 

Gasifier; SOFC; GT; SOEC 

(solid oxide electrolysis cell) 

45.25 [50] 

9 Wood Air CHP system using novel externally 

fired gas turbine (EFGT) 

Gasifier; SOFC; EFGT; ORC 

turbine 

44.2 [43] 

10 Wood Steam Small-scale high-efficient power 

generation system with a separated-

type biomass gasification process 

and energy/exergy recuperation 

Gasifier; SOFC; GT 43.2 This work 
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4.5   Conclusions 

In summary, a small-scale high-efficient power generation system with a separated-

type biomass gasification system based on energy/exergy recuperation is proposed and 

simulated based on the reported results, in which the fast pyrolysis of biomass 

combined with the catalytic steam tar reforming is considered in this new system for the 

first time. In order to obtain the optimal operating conditions, the influences of 

temperature and S/C on the performance of catalytic steam tar reformer as well as the 

gasification system are investigated in details. Meanwhile, the energy and exergy 

analyses of the total power generation system is also performed and the Sankey and 

Grassmann diagrams are drawn to illustrate the enthalpy and exergy flows, respectively. 

The main results are summarized as follows: 

(1) The condition of relatively lower temperature as well as S/C for the reforming is 

in favor of the performance of the total gasification system to produce more syngas with 

higher energy/exergy. It is found that the energy and exergy efficiencies of the total 

gasification system are 79.5% and 64.6%, respectively, in the optimum case of TSR = 

850 ℃ and S/C = 2. 

(2) In the gasification system, 72.14 kW and 81.30 kW of energies could be 

recuperated from the exhausts and the crude syngas cooling process, respectively. 

Meanwhile, 136.56 kW of energy carried by air from the gas turbine exhaust could be 

recuperated in the electricity generation system. As a result, this power generation 

system could produce an electrical power output of 263.65 kW and achieve a total 

energy efficiency of 37.9%. 

(3) By the evaluation based on the law of thermodynamics with the corresponding 
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Grassmann diagram, the total exergy efficiency could reach as high as 43.2%. Although 

73.02 kW of exergy can be recuperated by air (for gasification) and steam, the 

gasification system is found to contribute the largest exergy destruction, which accounts 

for almost half of the total exergy loss. Moreover, 74.36 kW of exergy could be 

recuperated from the gas turbine exhaust in the electricity generation system, further 

enhancing the power output. 

Nomenclature 

Notations  

a, b, c, d empirical coefficients (-) 

ASR area specific resistance (Ω·cm2) 

Cp constant pressure specific heat capacity (kJ/kmol·K) 

C carbon content in biomass (w%) 

ex standard exergy (kJ/kmol) 

En energy (kJ/kg) 

Ex exergy (kJ/kg) 

F Faraday constant (C/mol) 

G Gibbs free energy (kJ) 

h specific enthalpy (kJ/kmol) 

H hydrogen content in biomass (w%) 

I total electric current (A) 

j current density (A/cm2) 

m•  mass flow rate (kg/s) 
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n•  component molar flow rate (kmol/s) 

nH number of moles of hydrogen content (mol/kg) 

N nitrogen content in biomass (w%) 

O oxygen content in biomass (w%) 

P pressure (Pa) 

R universal gas constant (kJ/kmol·K) 

s specific entropy (kJ/kmol·K) 

T temperature (K) 

Uf fuel utilization factor (-) 

V voltage (V) 

WDC direct current power output of solid oxide fuel cells 

X molar fraction (-) 

Greek letters 

β correlation factor (-) 

η efficiency (%) 

Subscripts 

ch chemical 

D destruction 

ep potential 

En energy 

Ex exergy 

i component 

ki kinetic 
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ph physical 

SR steam reforming 

0 standard condition (dead state) 

Acronym 

AC alternate current 

CHP Combined heat and power 

CFB Circulating fluidized bed 

DC direct current 

HHV higher heating value (kJ/kmol or kJ/kg) 

LHV lower heating value (kJ/kmol or kJ/kg) 

PR-BM Peng-Robinson equation of state with Boston-Mathias modifications 

S/C ratio of steam to carbon 

SOFC solid oxide fuel cell 

WGSR water-gas shift reaction 
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CHAPTER 5: Flow Behaviors in A Small-Scale Biomass 

Gasifier 

5.1   Introduction 

Electricity plays an important role in modern society. To date, fossil fuels, such as 

coal, crude oil and natural gas, still account for about 73% of energy resources for the 

world’s electricity generation [1]. However, the declining of fossil fuels, increasing of 

global warming as well as environmental pollution are limiting the utilization of fossil 

fuel and forcing the world to find environmentally friendly alternatives for electricity 

generation in the future [2-4]. In recent decades, biomass energy has been attracted 

extensive attention from researchers and engineers and tried to be applied in electricity 

generation, due to its renewability and sustainability [5-7]. Especially, the utilization of 

biofuel is generally considered as a carbon neutral process since the carbon dioxide 

(CO2) released from biomass utilization can be fixed again by afforestation [8, 9]. 

Biomass energy shows a booming prospect in electricity generation. According to 

the report of IEA (International Energy Agency) [1], the world’s electricity generation 

from biomass energy increased by about 394% from 1990 to 2018. Different from the 

fossil fuels, the biomass sources show a scattered geographical distribution, which 

results in high costs of collection and transportation [3]. In order to fully use the locally 

available biomass, small-scale biomass power generation system should be more 

suitable for the biomass energy applications [2]. To date, the small-scale biomass 

gasification-based power generation system has been commercialized and achieved a 

large market share [10]. On the other hand, the development of small-scale biomass 
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gasifiers is being limited by the tar, which can cause the fouling of downstream process 

equipment, such as engine. Generally, the syngas produced from biomass gasification is 

known to contain tar in the range of 0.01-160 g/Nm3 [11]. In the large-scale gasification 

systems, the approaches of wet scrubbing with water-based or oil-based absorbents have 

been widely used to eliminate tar [12, 13]. However, these approaches are not suitable 

for the small-scale and low-cost systems, due to the difficulties of wastewater treatment 

or oil-based absorbents regeneration [11]. Therefore, a simple and highly efficient 

approach of tar removal is considered as the key issue in the design of small-scale 

biomass gasification power generation system. Recently, the tar removal by catalytic 

steam and/or CO2 reforming have been concerned and tested [8, 14]. By the approach of 

reforming, tar can be not only removed, but also converted into syngas, improving 

product yields. 

In addition to the tar removal, the different occurrence temperature ranges with 

different reaction rates of biomass pyrolysis, tar reforming and bio-char gasification 

processes in biomass gasification also should be considered. For example, biomass 

pyrolysis and tar reforming are relatively fast reaction processes whereas it has to take a 

long time for the complete steam gasification of bio-char at a high temperature (800-

1000 ℃) [15]. Moreover, some volatiles such as tar, light hydrocarbon gases and 

inorganic gases produced in the biomass pyrolysis process will hinder the gasification of 

char when the pyrolysis and gasification are carried out at the same reactor [16]. Thus, 

the spatial subdivision of those processes in biomass gasification can be adopted to 

realize the optimization of each conversion step and improve the whole performance [2]. 
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Fig. 5-1. Schematic diagram of apparatus. 

In this study, a small-scale separated-type biomass gasification system (Fig. 5-1) 

for biomass power generation is proposed and assessed by numerical simulation. As 

shown in Fig. 5-1, this circulating fluidized bed (CFB) gasification system is composed 

of an auger pyrolyzer, a bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) char gasifier, a riser combustor 

and a fixed bed reformer. The biomass and the circulated hot silica sands are introduced 

into the auger pyrolyzer firstly. As the biomass is mixed with the hot silica sands along 

the auger reactor, it will be decomposed to volatiles and char. The volatiles go upwards 

to the reformer where the volatiles mix with steam and are catalytically converted to 
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syngas. Meanwhile, the char flows downwards to BFB and is self-heatedly gasified with 

oxygen and steam to syngas. The unreacted char overflows into riser combustor and is 

burned completely. The generated heat from the char combustion is carried by silica 

sands and recycled to the sand tank. And then, the hot circulated sands flow into the 

auger-type pyrolyzer and provide the heat for the biomass pyrolysis. The gas produced 

in the pyrolyzer, reformer, and char gasifier will be collected together and used as the 

fuel for the engine to generate electricity. About 1.25 kg/h (10 kg/day, 8 h/day) of 

biomass feeding rate is applied for electricity requirement of one or two families. 

For a CFB system design, the seal between riser and BFB should be considered to 

avoid that the relatively high-pressure airflow used to transfer particles upwardly in the 

riser flow back into the BFB. In the present study, a configuration of siphon (Fig. 5-2a, 

case1) is applied to form a moving bed layer to realize the gas seal. To maintain the 

moving bed layer and guide particles to flow from the BFB to the riser, the (P3 + P4) 

should be slightly higher than (P1 + P2). Herein, P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the pressures of 

outlet of BFB, moving bed layer, particle bed layer and inside BFB. However, the 

pressure fluctuation of particle bed layer is usually significant, resulting in a negative 

effect siphon-type gas seal. Thus, a two-stage gas seal design combined siphon 

configuration and seal tank (Fig. 5-2b, case2) also is proposed and investigated. In the 

design of seal tank, the air inlet of riser is located on one side of seal tank, and there is a 

partition which can guide the air to flow towards riser. In this study, the flow behaviors 

in the BFB and riser of a small-scale separated-type biomass gasification system with 

gas seal structures are simulated based on cold model. The objectives of this work are to 

characterize the hydrodynamics of the CFB-type small-scale biomass gasifier and to 

explore the possibilities to achieve a good gas seal between the BFB and riser. 
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Fig. 5-2. Geometry and dimensions of gasification system with different gas seal 

types in the simulation. 

5.2   Simulation methods 

The small-scale separated-type biomass gasification system contains silica sand as 

the solids phase and air as the gas phase, respectively. 

5.2.1   Mathematical model 

The gas-solids flow behavior is simulated by using Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid 

model incorporated with the kinetic theory of granular flow (KTGF). Herein, the k-ε 

model is used to describe the turbulence of gas, and the KTGF is used to describe the 

collision behavior of solid particles. The governing equations are summarized as 

follows (subscripts of g and s referred to gas and sand, respectively): [17-30] 

The continuity equations of gas and solids phases, 
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Momentum conservation equations for gas and solids phases, 
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The turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate in the k-ε model are given as 

follows: 
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The concept of KTGF, which considers the conservation of particles velocity 

fluctuation energy, is used to close solids stress terms [30]. The motion of single particle 

in gas-solids flow is considered to be similar as the thermal motion of gas molecule. 

Herein, there is a random fluctuation of single particle, which is caused by collision of 

particles. Based on the random fluctuation of particle, the concept of “particle 

temperature” is proposed and adopted in the Gidaspow’s model [20]. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3 : .
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ss s s s s s s s s sv p I v k
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(5-7) 

In order to accurately describe the interaction between gas and solids phases, 

Gidaspow’s drag force model is used to calculate the momentum transfer in this study 

[20]. The corresponding equations of drag coefficient are written as follows: 
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Constitutive equations for the solids phase stress based on the kinetic theory 

concepts of Lun et al. [21] and widely applied in the CFD simulation studies. In this 

study, the following constitutive equations are used. 

The closure for gas phase stress tensor, 
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The closure for gas phase stress tensor, 
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where, the bulk viscosity, 
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in which, the radial distribution function, 
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the solids shear viscosity, 
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the solids collision viscosity, 
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the kinetic viscosity (Gidasapow), 
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the solids frictional viscosity, 
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the collision dissipation energy, 
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and the solids pressure, 
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5.2.2   Simulation conditions 

Computational Fluid Dynamics commercial software FLUENT 20.0 is used to 

implement the Eulerian-Eulerian model. Herein, the phase coupled SIMPLE algorithm 

is adopted to achieve pressure and velocity coupling, and the second-order upwind 

scheme is applied to discretize the governing equations. Velocity-inlet and pressure-

outlet boundary condition are applied at inlet and outlet of the downer, respectively. In 

addition, no-slip boundary condition of wall is applied for air. The detailed simulation 
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conditions and geometrical dimensions are shown in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1. Simulation parameters. 

Description Value 

Solids mass flux (Gs) 6.63 kg/m2s 

Particles density 2560 kg/m3 

Particles diameter 122 μm 

Gas density 1.225kg/m3 

Gas viscosity 1.789410-5 kg/m·s 

Diameter of dense downer (D) 25-35 mm 

Cone angle (α) 30-75° 

Superficial gas velocity 0.05 m/s for BFB 

1.24 m/s for riser 

Wall boundary conditions No-slip for air,  

specular coefficient 0.001 for solids 

Packing limit 0.63 

Granular viscosity Gidspow [20] 

Granular bulk viscosity Lun et al. [21] 

Frictional viscosity Schaeffer [27] 

Angle of internal friction 30° 

Granular temperature Algebraic 

Drag force Gidspow [20] 

Coefficient of restitution for particle-

particle collisions 

0.95 
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Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s2 

Time steps 110-5 s 

Convergence criteria 10-3 

 

5.2.3   Grid independence analysis 

 

Fig. 5-3. Grid independence analysis. 

The geometries with detail dimension of riser, BFB and gas seal structure showed 

in Fig. 5-2 are used to simulate gas-solids flow behavior. An unstructured grid is applied 

in the numerical simulations. It is well known that the dense grid can improve the 

simulation accuracy, but the workload of computers also increases substantially. 

Considering the balance of accuracy and the workload, the analysis of grid 
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independence is carried out firstly to obtain an appropriate grid scale for the flow 

behavior simulation. To avoid the negative impacts of grid number and size on accuracy, 

five grid dimensions (grid numbers: 27062, 54125, 108249, 216498, 432996) are tested. 

As shown in Fig. 5-3, with the increase of grids, simulated average solids holdups of 

BFB are close to 0.389. It should be noticed that the results are almost identical when 

the grids are over 1×105, indicating that these results of simulations are independent on 

the grid size. 

5.3   Results and discussion 

Fig. 5-4 shows the solids holdup distribution and airflow velocity vector of BFB 

with only siphon structure (case1), in which the values of solids holdup and velocity are 

represented by the colors and the arrows express the directions of airflows. As shown in 

Fig. 5-4, it is difficult to achieve the seal in the small-scale circulating fluidized bed 

with low solids flux. The air from riser rushes into BFB and mixes with solid particles. 

Same as steam, the air is also a common gasifying agent. The introduction of air can 

enhance oxidation in char gasification, causing a composition change of gasification 

products. Moreover, it should be noticed that the gas velocity can reach 3-5 m/s. 

According to the continuous medium hypothesis, the gas velocity should be increased 

with the decrease of the flow area. Due to most of flow areas occupied by particles, the 

air will accelerate after flowing into the BFB, resulting in some entrained particles by 

high-velocity air flow out from the gas outlet of BFB. 
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Fig. 5-4. Solids holdup distribution and airflow velocity vector of BFB with only siphon 

structure (case1). 

As stated above, the formation of moving bed layer by the siphon is the key to 

block the airflow from riser to BFB. However, the low solids flux cannot maintain the 

intended pressure balance between BFB and riser. As shown in Fig. 5-5, the pressure of 

BFB is higher than that of relatively empty riser at first, making much particles enter to 

the riser smoothly. While, the pressure of particle bed layer in BFB decreases, since the 

mass flow of BFB outlet is higher than that of BFB inlet at the condition of low solids 

flux. Meanwhile, the pressure of riser increases rapidly due to the arrival of particles. 

The pressure change stops the particles flow from the BFB to riser, making particles 

flow show intermittent. Herein, the high pressure of riser promotes air to break through 

the moving bed layer and flows into BFB, until the pressure of riser decreases when the 

particles in the riser reach the top and outflow. The flow behaviors of BFB and riser 

present a special periodicity. 
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Fig. 5-5. The visual representations of periodic flow behaviors of BFB 

Fig. 5-6 shows the solids holdup distribution and airflow velocity vector of BFB in 

case2. Under the action of the combination of siphon and seal tank, the moving bed 

layer can be maintained to realize gas seal. In the seal tank, the flow path allowing air 

flow from riser to BFB is very narrow due to the configuration of partition. Moreover, 

as shown in Fig. 5-6, some sand particles accumulate at the left side of seal tank, 

forming a resistance to airflow. Most of air is directed to the riser since a fluid usually 

tends to flow in the direction of less resistance. Although a small amount of air still 

flows into the outlet of BFB along the connection tube, the air velocity is too low to 

destroy the moving bed layer. And then, this part of air has to flow back to the riser. 
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Fig. 5-6. Solids holdup distribution and airflow velocity vector of BFB with only siphon 

structure (case2). 

5.4   Conclusions 

In this study, the gas-solids flow behaviors of a small-scale separated-type biomass 

gasification system are studied and gas seal structures are assessed based on the cold 

model by using ANSYS Fluent 20.0 software. The direct feeding of biomass to the 

small-scale separated-type CFB gasifier for the power generation opens a door for the 

effective conversion of biomass to energy and avoidance of tar problem. In the case of 

only siphon structure, due to the low solids mass flux, the intended pressure balance 

between BFB and riser cannot be maintained, causing that air of riser breaks through the 

moving bed layer and flows into the BFB sometimes. The flow behaviors of BFB and 

riser present a special periodicity. Compared with only siphon structure, the 

combination of siphon configuration and seal tank shows better gas seal performance. 

Because of the resistance of configuration of partition and sand particles accumulated at 

left side of seal tank, the injected air is directed to the riser. In the future, the modeling 
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of both heat transfer and reaction processes to further evaluate gasifier performance. 

This proposed system should be promising for the biomass-based power generation. 

Nomenclature 

Notations  

cv coefficient of variation 

CD drag coefficient, dimensionless 

Cμ, C1ε, C2ε coefficients in turbulence model, dimensionless 

es particle-particle restitution coefficient, dimensionless 

ew particle-wall restitution coefficient, dimensionless 

g gravitational acceleration, m/s2 

g0 radial distribution coefficient, dimensionless 

Gk, m production of turbulent kinetic energy, dimensionless 

Gs circulating flux of solid particles, kg/m2s 

I  stress tensor, dimensionless 

I2D second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, dimensionless 

k turbulence kinetic energy tensor, dimensionless 

s
k  diffusion coefficient for granular energy, kg/s·m 

Kgs interphase exchange coefficient, kg·m2/s 

n sample size of radial distribution of solids holdup 

p pressure, Pa 

ps particulate phase pressure, Pa 
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P1 pressure of outlet of BFB, Pa 

P2 pressure of moving bed layer, Pa 

P3 pressure of particle bed layer, Pa 

P4 pressure of inside BFB, Pa 

pf pressure for wall friction, Pa 

Re relative Reynolds number, dimensionless 

Res particle Reynolds number, dimensionless 

t time, s 

vg gas velocity, m/s 

vs solids velocity, m/s 

Greek letters 

αg volume fraction of gas phase, dimensionless 

αs volume fraction of solids phase, dimensionless 

αs,ave average volume fraction of solids phase, dimensionless 

ε turbulence dissipation rate, m2/s3 

gs  dissipation of granular energy resulting from the fluctuating forcer, m2/s2 

μg viscosity of gas phase, Pa·s 

μs solids shear viscosity, Pa·s 

μs, col solids collisional viscosity, Pa·s 

μs, kin solids kinetic viscosity, Pa·s 

μs, fr solids frictional viscosity, Pa·s 

μt, m frictional viscosity of system m, Pa·s 

Πkg source term caused by influence of solids phase on turbulent kinetic 
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energy, m2/s3 

Πεg source term caused by influence of solids phase on turbulence energy 

dissipation rate, m2/s4 

σε granular kinetic theory parameter (kinetic viscosity), Pa·s 

σ(αs) standard deviation of volume fraction of solids phase, dimensionless 

θ angle of internal friction, degrees 

Θs granular temperature, m2/s2 

γΘs collisional dissipation of energy, m2/s2 

g  shear stress of gas phase, N/m2 

s  shear stress of solids phase, N/m2 

λs solids bulk viscosity, Pa·s 

ρg gas density, kg/m3 

ρs solids density, kg/m3 
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CHAPTER 6: A Separated-Type Autothermal CH4 Dry 

Reforming System with Exergy Recuperation 

6.1   Introduction 

The climate is deteriorating due to the global warming caused by greenhouse gases 

such as carbon dioxide (CO2), water vapor (H2O), methane (CH4), ozone (O3), nitrous 

oxide (N2O) and so on. According to the report of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), the average temperature of earth has already reached 1°C above the 

pre-industrial level, resulting in warmer ocean, more acidic and less productive [1]. CO2 

is the second greenhouse gas after water vapor and contributes to about 26% of 

greenhouse effect [2]. International Energy Agency (IEA) reports that the total global 

CO2 emission from energy source is approximately 33.5 Gt per year [3]. Due to the 

unstable and uneven temporal and spatial distributions of water vapor, water vapor is 

generally not taken into consideration when planning measures to refrain the 

greenhouse effect. Therefore, the application of CO2 capture and storage (CCS) and 

CO2 conversion and utilization have become the key to mitigate the global warming. 

Nowadays, about 40 Mt of CO2 is captured from power and industrial facilities each 

year [4]. However, the conventional technology of CO2 capture and storage in 

subsurface formations greatly increases the industrial cost, causing it to lose economic 

competitiveness [5]. National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) has reported that 

integrating of CO2 capture unit (e.g., monoethanolamine as the solvent of absorption) 

into coal combustion power plant would result in cost approximately 80 US dollar per 
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ton CO2 and decrease the total efficiency by about 10.6% [6]. In order to reduce the 

CCS cost, one of the ways is to develop effective CO2 utilization technology. 

Currently, as one of the CO2 utilization technologies, dry reforming of methane 

(DRM) has attracted increasingly extensive attention, by which two abundant 

greenhouse gases can be consumed and converted to high value-added syngas with a 

ratio of H2/CO close to 1. This H2/CO ratio is suitable for Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) 

synthesis of long chain hydrocarbons or direct utilization in solid oxide fuel cells as the 

fuel [7-9]. Moreover, compared with other CH4 reforming processes, DRM technology 

can decrease the operating cost by about 20% [7]. 

The DRM process is endothermic and will be thermodynamically impeded when 

the operating temperature is lower than 642 °C [10]. Although the catalysts developed 

in the laboratory can achieve the chemical conversion actively at relatively low 

temperature, they are always not well adopted in the industrial scale. The industrial-

scale equipment often works in a high space velocity condition and keeps a continuous 

production and meanwhile, the deposited coke on the catalysts always cover the active 

sites on surface so that the catalysts deactivated rapidly [11-13]. Moreover, the sintering, 

low mechanical strength and high cost also hinder the industrial application of the man-

made catalysts [13-15]. Therefore, the low-cost and abundant natural catalysts such as 

olivine and dolomite are widely used in various industrial DRM systems nowadays. For 

a DRM system with those natural catalysts, it is usually necessary to maintain high 

temperature condition to achieve highly-efficient conversion. While, combination of 

DRM with partial oxidation of methane (POM) can realize an autothermal dry 

reforming of methane (ATDRM) process with less energy supply from outside [16-20]. 

In the conventional ATDRM system, the mixture of CH4, CO2 and O2 is injected into a 
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same reactor directly, in which the thermal energy produced by the POM can promote 

the endothermic DRM reaction. However, the introduction of O2 to the DRM reactor 

will cause lower CO2 conversion since the CO2 can be also generated from CH4 

oxidation inevitably [21, 22]. In addition, the produced H2O from CH4 oxidation will 

shift the equilibrium of water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) towards the direction of CO2 

production. 

In order to eliminate the negative effect of the products of POM on the DRM 

reaction and further improve the CO2 conversion efficiency, a separated-type ATDRM 

(S-ATDRM) system with the spatial subdivision of reforming and partial oxidation 

processes is proposed as a solution. To date, the conventional S-ATDRM used a tube-

and-shell fixed bed reactor system, in which heat generated from the POM or burner is 

transferred into the DRM reactor through the wall of DRM reactor [23, 24]. Some 

researchers also tried to separate DRM and POM processes using the membrane-type 

reactors [25, 26]. However, since the catalysts are fixedly packed in the two reactors, 

the heat transfer efficiency is always reduced and the temperature distribution is also 

uneven, leading to a low conversion efficiency in the center region of reactor while the 

catalysts located near the wall are easy to be sintered. Moreover, difficulties in catalysts 

regeneration and exchange also limit the application of the conventional S-ATDRM for 

continuous industrial production. Thus, considering stable and efficient heat transfer and 

maximizing the catalyst performance and regeneration, herein, a circulating fluidized 

bed (CFB) is proposed to realize the optimization of each conversion step and eliminate 

the negative interaction between the DRM and POM processes. 

Although various researches on the S-ATDRM system have been performed, a S-

ATDRM system which separates DRM and POM processes by a circulating fluidized 
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bed has not yet been reported. Moreover, a thorough analysis of energy and energy 

consumptions and especially the exergy flow among the components of the S-ATDRM 

system has not been described in details. Such analysis is important to understand the 

thermodynamic mechanism, helping to increase the CO2 conversion in a condition with 

a high energy efficiency. In this work, a novel S-ATDRM system is proposed and 

simulated for the first time, in which the DRM combined with POM is performed in a 

circulating fluidized bed with exergy recuperation to eliminate the negative effect of the 

products of CH4 partial oxidation on the DRM reaction and further improve the CO2 

conversion efficiency.  

6.2   System description and simulation method 

Fig. 6-1 presents flowsheet of this novel S-ATDRM system with a circulating 

fluidized bed and exergy recuperation, which mainly includes a DRM reactor, a POM 

reactor, several compressors and heat exchangers, and a gas-liquid separator. Table 6-1 

summarizes the possible reactions in this S-ATDRM system, which is mainly operated 

as follows: 

(1) CH4 is assigned to two parts and fed into the DRM reactor and POM reactor 

respectively after pre-heating; 

(2) In the POM reactor, CH4 mixes with O2 and olivine catalysts and is partial oxidized 

to syngas; 

(3) The hot olivine catalysts flow into DRM reactor to provide heat and catalysis for the 

DRM process; 

(4) In the DRM reactor, CO2 and CH4 are converted to high value-added syngas; 
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(5) The syngas from the DRM and POM reactors are cooled down to 25 ℃ by heat 

exchangers and separated from water. While, the heat released from syngas cooling 

process is used to pre-heat CO2, CH4 and O2 gases. 

 

Fig. 6-1. Schematic of the proposed S-ATDRM system with a circulating fluidized 

bed and exergy recuperation. 

Fig. 6-2 illustrates the flowsheet of the conventional ATDRM system, in which the 

DRM and POM reactions are carried out in the same reactor. To compare the 

performances of the proposed S-ATDRM system with the conventional ATDRM one, 

the same flowsheets are designed except reactors. 
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Fig. 6-2. Schematic of the conventional ATDRM system. 

In this work, Aspen Plus software (version 10.0) is applied for the total system 

simulation, in which the solids processing model is applied. The selected physical 

property model used for the calculation of the thermodynamic and transport properties 

of the conventional components is Peng-Robinson equation of state with Boston-

Mathias modification (PR-BM model). In addition, some essential simulation 

assumptions for the units and their simulation blocks in Aspen Plus are summarized in 

Table 6-2. Herein, some basic assumptions for the simulation are listed as follows: 

(1) The operating conditions of all units are steady-state. 

(2) The heat loss in the system by the wall of each unit is not considered; 

(3) The reactors can reach the equilibrium states; 
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(4) All feedings are in the standard condition; 

(5) The dead state (standard condition) for standard chemical exergy, specific enthalpy, 

specific entropy is absolute pressure P0 = 1 atm and normal temperature T0 = 25 ℃. 

Table 6-1 Reactions in the S-ATDRM system. 

Reaction Chemical reaction equation ΔH298K (kJ/mol) Eq. 

Methane CO2 

reforming 
4 2 22 2CH CO H CO+  +  

247 
(6-1) 

Methane 

decomposition 
4 22CH H C +  

74.9 
(6-2) 

Boudouard 

reaction 
22CO C CO +  

-172 
(6-3) 

Methane partial 

oxidation 
4 2 21/ 2 2CH O H CO+ → +  

-36 
(6-4) 

Methane total 

oxidation 
4 2 2 22 2CH O H O CO+ → +  

-803 
(6-5) 

Carbon monoxide 

oxidation 
2 20.5CO O CO+ →  

-284 
(6-6) 

Methanation 

reaction 
2 2 4 24 2CO H CH H O+ → +  

-165 
(6-7) 

Methane steam 

reforming 
4 2 23CH H O H CO+  +  

206 
(6-8) 

Water-gas shift 

reaction 
2 2 2CO H O H CO+  +  

-41 
(6-9) 
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Table 6-2 Essential simulation assumptions and models in the proposed S-ATDRM 

system. 

Unit Simulation assumption Simulation model 

S-ATDRM system 

Compressor CH4 feed rate: 67.5 kmol/h 

CO2 feed rate: 21.0-80.9 kmol/h 

O2 feed rate: 20.8-39.8 kmol/h* 

Discharge pressure: 2.013 bar 

Compressor efficiency: 80% 

Mechanical and electrical 

efficiency: 98% 

Compr block (compressor 

model) 

Dry reforming 

reactor 

Temperature: 700-100 ℃ 

Pressure: 2.013 bar 

Circulating olivine flow rate: 

18000 kg/h 

RGibbs block 

Partial oxidation 

reactor 

Pressure: 2.013 bar 

Heat duty: 0 

RGibbs block 

Heat-exchanger Approach point: 10 ℃ 

Pinch point: 10 ℃ 

HeatX blocks 

Condenser Approach point: 10 ℃ 

Pinch point: 10 ℃ 

Cold water feed rate: 1000 kmol/h 

Heater blocks 

Conventional ATDRM system 
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Compressor CH4 feed rate: 67.5 kmol/h 

CO2 feed rate: 21.0-80.9 kmol/h 

O2 feed rate: 20.8-39.8 kmol/h 

Discharge pressure: 2.013 bar 

Compressor efficiency: 80% 

Mechanical and electrical 

efficiency: 98% 

Compr block (compressor 

model) 

Conventional dry 

reforming reactor 

Pressure: 2.013 bar 

Heat duty: 0 

RGibbs block 

Heat-exchanger Approach point: 10 ℃ 

Pinch point: 10 ℃ 

HeatX blocks 

Condenser Cold water feed rate: 1000 kmol/h 

Approach point: 10 ℃ 

Pinch point: 10 ℃ 

Heater blocks 

*The ratio of O2 to CH4 fed into partial oxidation reactor is 1. 

6.3   Exergy analysis  

In thermodynamics, energy analysis is usually used to understand energy flow, 

transformation and storage, which can evaluate the performance of a system. However, 

as we all know, not all energy can be fully utilized in a system. Therefore, it is 

insufficient to evaluate a system only using energy analysis. In contrast, exergy analysis 

based on the second law of thermodynamics can be used for the assessment of energy 

conversion quality since the entropy changes occurred in the system are considered [27]. 
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Exergy is defined as the maximum useful work from a thermal system, and the total 

exergy of a stream can be expressed as the sum of four types of exergy: physical exergy, 

chemical exergy, kinetic exergy and potential exergy [28-30], which can be written as: 

ph ch ki epEx Ex Ex Ex Ex= + + +
 

(10) 

Herein, the kinetic exergy and potential exergy are usually neglected because of 

their very low values closing to zero [30]. Thus, the Eq. (6-10) can be simplified to: 

ph chEx Ex Ex= +
 

(6-11) 

The physical energy of a stream of conventional component is always calculated 

by the enthalpy and entropy [28, 31]: 

( ) ( )0 0 0
1

iph
i

Ex n h h T s s•

=

= − − −  
 

(6-12) 

where, 

0
0

T

pT
h h C dT= +   

(6-13) 

0
0

0

ln
T p

T

C Ps s dT R
T P

= + −  
(6-14) 

In the Eqs. (6-13) and (6-14), the Cp is the specific heat capacity of gas at the 

constant pressure, which can be written as [32]: 

2 3
pC a bT cT dT= + + +

 
(6-15) 

where a, b, c, and d are empirical coefficients for the specific heat capacity at the 

constant pressure with a temperature range of 273-1800 K. Table 6-3 summarizes the 

empirical coefficients used in this work. 

The chemical exergy of a stream of conventional component can be calculated 

from the following equation [28, 31]: 
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( ), 0
1

lnich ch i i
i

Ex n ex RT x•

=

= +
 

(6-16) 

where, the exch,i is specific chemical exergy of each component at the dead state as 

summarized in Table 6-4. 

Table 6-3 Empirical coefficients of specific heat capacity at the constant pressure [33]. 

Component a b (×10-2) c (×10-5) d (×10-9) Temperature 

range (K) 

H2 29.11 −0.1916 0.4003 −0.8704 273-1800 

CO 28.16 0.1675 0.5327 −2.222 273-1800 

CO2 22.26 5.981 −3.501 7.469 273-1800 

CH4 19.89 5.024 1.269 −11.01 273-1800 

O2 25.48 1.520 −0.7155 1.312 273-1800 

H2O 32.24 0.1923 1.055 −3.595 273-1800 

 

Table 6-4 Specific chemical exergies of the components at the dead state [30, 34]. 

Component Exergy (kJ/kmol) 

H2 236100 

CO 275100 

CO2 19870 

CH4 831650 

O2 3970 

H2O (gas) 9500 

H2O (liquid) 900 
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The exergy is always destroyed and converted to anergy during an irreversible 

process according to the second law of thermodynamics. For a unit or the total system, 

the exergy destruction can be expressed as [27]: 

D input outputEx Ex Ex= −
 

(6-17) 

As such, the exergy efficiency of total system can be calculated by the following 

equation: 

2 4 2 ,

100%syngas
Ex

CO CH O electricity input

Ex
Ex Ex Ex Ex

 = 
+ + +  

(6-18) 

6.4   Results and discussion 

6.4.1   Sensitivity analysis of S-ATDRM system. 

In this S-ATDRM system, the DRM can be considered as the main part for the 

conversion of CO2 into syngas. To investigate the effects of operating conditions on the 

S-ATDRM process and achieve higher CO2 and CH4 conversion rates, the detailed 

sensitivity analyses are implemented by the Aspen Plus simulation. In this study, the 

DRM temperature is varied in the range of 850-1100 ℃ while the ratio of carbon 

dioxide to methane (CO2/CH4) is set in the range of 0.5-2.5. As shown in Fig. 6-1, since 

the heat needed in the DRM  is provided from the POM reactor by the olivine catalyst 

particles as the heat carrier, the DRM temperature can be adjusted by the assignment of 

methane. 

Fig. 6-3(a) shows the effects of the operating temperature and CO2/CH4 ratio on 

the conversion of CO2 in the DRM reactor. As seen, the high temperature significantly 

favors the conversion of CO2 and the equilibrium conversion of CO2 reaches the 
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maximum values at the temperature between 1000 and 1100 ℃ for all CO2/CH4 ratios. 

Herein, the increase of temperature can enhance the endothermic DRM reaction (Eq. (6-

1)) to increase the CO2 conversion within the considered temperature range. Moreover, 

the higher temperature and the H2 produced from the DRM reaction can shift the 

equilibrium of endothermic WGS reaction (Eq. (6-9)) to the direction of CO and H2O, 

also resulting in a positive effect on CO2 conversion. In addition to high temperature, 

high CH4 input also can increase the equilibrium conversion of CO2. At the condition of 

low CO2/CH4 ratio, it is observed that the CO2 is a limiting reactant from Eq. (6-1). 

When the DRM temperature is higher than 950 ℃ and the CO2/CH4 ratio is less than 1, 

the CO2 can be converted almost completely. Conversely, with the increase of CO2/CH4 

ratio, CH4 intensively plays a role as the limiting reactant, leading to a dramatical 

decrease of CO2 conversion. 

The effects of operating temperature and CO2/CH4 ratios on the conversion of CH4 

in the DRM reactor are shown in Fig. 6-3(b). It can be seen that the conversion of CH4 

increases dramatically with the increase of DRM temperature for all CO2/CH4 ratios. 

However, when the temperature goes up over 800 ℃, the conversion of CH4 increases 

slowly up to the complete conversion. The increase of CO2/CH4 ratio results in a CH4 

conversion trend similar to temperature increase trend. The conversion of CH4 increases 

dramatically with the increasing of CO2/CH4 ratio up to 1, beyond which the conversion 

of CH4 increases smoothly. When the CO2/CH4 ratio is less than 1, the CO2 becomes to 

the limiting reactant, leading to an incomplete CH4 conversion. In addition, compared 

with CO2 conversion, the CH4 can be converted more easily. 
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Fig. 6-3. Effects of operating condition on DRM: a) CO2 conversion, b) CH4 conversion. 

The performance of this S-ATDRM process is also evaluated by exergy efficiency. 

Fig. 6-4 depicts the effects of different operating conditions on the exergy efficiency of 
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Fig. 6-4. Effect of operating condition in DRM on the exergy efficiency of total system. 

total system. Within the considered operating temperatures and CO2/CH4 ratios of the 

DRM, the exergy efficiencies are in the range of 84.1-92.1%. The exergy efficiency 

decreases with the increase of operating temperature as well as CO2/CH4 ratio in the 

DRM reactor, indicating that a relatively lower temperature as well as a low CO2/CH4 

ratio condition could result in higher working ability for syngas production. On the 

other hand, in order to achieve a higher temperature condition for the DRM reactor, 

more heat is necessary to be provided. While, at a condition of high operating 

temperature with a high CO2/CH4 ratio, the equilibrium of WGSR is shifted to CO and 

H2O, needing to absorb more heat. As such, more CH4 has to be assigned to the POM 

reactor, which results in a lower exergy efficiency since the irreversible exothermic 

oxidation process can cause a large amount of exergy destruction [29]. Moreover, more 

physical exergy cannot be recuperated by heat exchangers and released in the condenser 
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at higher reaction temperature, also leading to the decrease of exergy efficiency. As a 

result, considering the almost complete conversion of CO2 and CH4 and the 

maximization of exergy efficiency, the DRM reactor of proposed S-ATDRM system 

should work at the operating condition of 950 ℃ with a CO2/CH4 ratio of 1. 

6.4.2   Comparison of this S-ATDRM system with the conventional ATDRM system 

In order to assess the advantages of this novel S-ATDRM system in CO2 

conversion, a detailed comparison of it with the conventional ATDRM system is 

implemented by simulation. Fig. 6-5 illustrates the detailed model built in Aspen Plus 

software and working states of these two systems at the operating condition of 950 ℃ 

and CO2/CH4 = 1. In this case, the feeding rates of CO2, O2 and CH4 are 31.74, 35.76 

and 67.5 kmol/h, respectively. 

A comparison of the syngas produced from the S-ATDRM and conventional 

ATDRM systems is illustrated in Fig. 6-6. One can see that the conversions of CO2 are 

24.31 and 20.73 kmol/h for this novel S-ATDRM and the conventional ATDRM 

systems, respectively. That is, this novel separated-type design achieves an increase of 

about 11.3% in CO2 conversion. While, as shown in Figs. 6-5 and 6-6, this novel S-

ATDRM system results in more H2O production mainly from CH4 oxidation, but less H2. 

In addition, the temperature of POM reactor is higher than that of conventional DRM 

reactor, indicating that the generation of CO2 from WGSR (Eq. (6-9)) is more difficult 

in this novel S-ATDRM system. Moreover, the CO2 partial pressure in the conventional 

DRM reactor is lower than that of this S-ATDRM system, also resulting in the lower 

CO2 conversion in the conventional ATDRM system. 
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Fig. 6-5. Detailed flowsheets of the system in Aspen Plus software: a) S-ATDRM 

system, b) conventional ATDRM system. 
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Fig. 6-6. Products of this novel S-ATDRM and the conventional ATDRM systems. 

In thermodynamics, the Grassmann diagram is generally used to show the results 

of exergy analysis by depicting the exergy flows for the evaluation of system 

performance, in which the directions of flows are represented by the arrows, and the 

width expresses the relative amount of exergy. Fig. 6-7 illustrates the Grassmann 

diagrams of the novel S-ATDRM and conventional ATDRM systems at the condition 

shown in Fig. 6-5. As shown in Fig. 6-7(a), the input of 15593.4 kW exergy from CH4 

can result in a syngas output of 13880.1 kW exergy by using this S-ATDRM system. 

The total exergy destruction is approximately 1713.3 kW, of which approximately 

1343.7 kW is caused by ATDRM reactions. The exergy destruction of the DRM process 

is only about 262.2 kW. However, due to the irreversible exothermic oxidation process, 

the POM reactor contributes the largest exergy destruction (1081.5 kW), which accounts 

for about 63.1% of the total exergy loss. In the exergy output of POM reactor, about 
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Fig. 6-7. Grassmann diagram: a) the separated-type ATDRM system, b) the 

conventional ATDRM system. (Exergy flows are expressed in kW.) 
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1753.4 kW is provided for the DRM reactor by olivine catalyst particles to support the 

CO2 conversion. The total exergy of crude syngas generated from DRM and POM 

reactors is approximately 15411.3 kW, of which about 1055.7 kW of physical exergy is 

recuperated by those heat exchangers and reused in the S-ATDRM system to avoid 

exergy lose and improve the exergy efficiency. After delivering the physical exergy for 

the pre-heating of CO2, O2 and CH4, 468.1 kW of exergy is lost during the condensation 

process. Due to the relatively low temperature, the latent heat released during the 

condensation process cannot be recuperated and reused. Under the actions of these heat 

exchangers, the exergy efficiency of total S-ATDRM system reaches as high as 87.2%. 

As shown in Fig. 6-7(b), the conventional ATDRM system can achieve a syngas 

output of 13909.0 kW exergy at the same feeding condition as the S-ATDRM system. 

The exergy efficiency of the conventional ATDRM system can reach 87.3%, which is 

slightly higher than that of the S-ATDRM system. In the conventional DRM reactor, a 

crude syngas stream with 15276.1 kW of exergy can be obtained with a destroy of about 

1379.7 kW exergy in the ATDRM reactions. From the crude syngas stream, about 942.3 

kW of physical exergy can be recuperated by the heat exchangers, and reused. As shown 

in Fig. 6-5, the temperature of produced syngas of the conventional ATDRM system is 

lower than that of the S-ATDRM system, leading to the lower physical exergy 

recuperation. After exergy recuperation, about 418.6 kW of exergy is lost during the 

condensation process. Notedly, compared with the conventional ATDRM system, the 

proposed S-ATDRM system shows almost the same performance in aspect of exergy 

efficiency, however, the research objective of CO2 conversion can be substantially 

increased by about 11.3%. 
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6.5   Conclusions 

In summary, a novel S-ATDRM system with a circulating fluidized bed and exergy 

recuperation is proposed and simulated, in which the DRM combining with POM was 

realized by a circulating fluidized bed. In order to obtain the optimal operating 

conditions, the effects of operating temperature and CO2/CH4 ratio of DRM reactor on 

the conversion of CO2 and CH4 as well as the total system exergy efficiency are 

investigated in details. Based on the second law of thermodynamics, the Grassmann 

diagrams used for exergy analyses are drawn to illustrate the exergy flows. The main 

results are achieved as follows: 

(1)  With the increase of temperature in the DRM reactor of the proposed S-

ATDRM system, the conversion of CO2 and CH4 increase but the exergy efficiency 

decreases. At the condition with a relatively lower CO2/CH4 ratio, the high CO2 

conversion and exergy efficiency can be realized easily, however, some CH4 will remain 

in the products. Considering the complete conversions of CO2 and CH4 simultaneously 

and the maximization of exergy efficiency, the DRM reactor should work at a operating 

condition of 950 ℃ and CO2/CH4 = 1. 

(2) The novel S-ATDRM system can achieve an exergy efficiency of 87.2%. To 

increase the exergy efficiency, about 1055.7 kW of exergy is recuperated from the crude 

syngas cooling process and reused for the pre-heating of CO2, O2 and CH4. In this 

system, the largest exergy destruction occurs in the POM reactor, which accounts for 

about 63.1% of the total exergy loss. Compared with the conventional ATDRM system, 

the exergy of this S-ATDRM system is slightly lower, however, the CO2 conversion can 

be substantially increased by about 11.3%. 
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Nomenclature 

Notations  

a, b, c, d empirical coefficients (-) 

Cp constant pressure specific heat capacity (kJ/kmol·K) 

ex standard exergy (kJ/kmol) 

Ex exergy (kJ/kg) 

h specific enthalpy (kJ/kmol) 

n•  component molar flow rate (kmol/s) 

P pressure (Pa) 

R universal gas constant (kJ/kmol·K) 

s specific entropy (kJ/kmol·K) 

T temperature (K) 

x molar fraction of gas component (-) 

Greek letters 

η efficiency (%) 

Subscripts 

ch chemical 

D destruction 

ep potential 

Ex exergy 

i component 

ki kinetic 
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ph physical 

0 standard condition (dead state) 

Acronym 

ATDRM autothermal dry reforming of methane 

CCS carbon dioxide capture and storage 

CFB Circulating fluidized bed 

DRM dry reforming of methane 

POM partial oxidation of methane 

PR-BM Peng-Robinson equation of state with Boston-Mathias modifications 

S-ATDRM separated-type autothermal dry reforming of methane 

WGSR water-gas shift reaction 
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

7.1   Conclusions 

Carbon-based energies will still be the major section in the world’s energy 

consumption for a long time in the future. High energy efficiency with lower carbon 

dioxide emissions is the key issue for successful utilization of carbon-based energy. As 

fully described in Chapter 1, gasification technology can bypass the conventional low-

rank coals and biomass combustion process and provide a good chance of removing 

sulfur, nitrogen compounds and particulates. Although the present gasification 

technology has been mature, the gasifier can still be further improved to achieve higher 

energy efficiency. According to the difference in reaction time, heat requirement and 

reaction temperature of each step conversion in gasification as well as the consideration 

of catalyst deactivation and regeneration, the spatial subdivision of pyrolysis, char 

gasification, oxidation and tar reforming should be adopted by separated-type multi-

stage gasifier to realize a great optimization. The gasification can not only realize a 

clean utilization of low-rank coals and biomass, but also allow to capture CO2 from 

produced syngas to mitigate greenhouse effect. Then, the captured CO2 mixes with low-

cost and abundant CH4 and is reformed to high value-added products. Due to the 

limitation of high temperature requirement and rapid catalyst deactivation, the design 

and development of stable DRM system with high energy efficiency is also very 

important. Therefore, the studies on achieving advanced and effective gasification 

system and solving obstacles in DRM process are the main objectives of this 

dissertation. 
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Downer is usually used as a fast pyrolyzer, whereas the heavy tar can not be 

decomposed in downer due to its low solids holdup. To solve this problem, a novel 

dense downer was proposed and its structural parameters are investigated in Chapter 3. 

The novel dense downer could increase solids holdup extremely. It is found that there is 

a peak solids holdup in the annular region near the wall whereas many particles 

concentrate at the center of the dense downer. The unique solids radial distribution is 

caused by the radial movement of particles. Diameter of dense downer increases solids 

holdup significantly, but the wall effect is caused when diameter is smaller than 25 mm. 

Cone structure can push solid particles towards the annular region and inhibits the 

agglomerates by collisions. However, there is a maximum value of carrying capacity of 

dense downer which limits the average solids holdup to less than 0.4. 

An alternative strategy by applying a separated-type biomass gasification system to 

a small-scale high-efficient power generation system with energy/exergy recuperation is 

proposed and simulated in Chapter 4. In this system, the fast pyrolysis of biomass 

combined with the catalytic steam tar reforming is considered to improve gasification 

performance. It is proved that relatively lower temperature and S/C for the reforming 

favors more production of syngas with higher energy/exergy. In the optimum case of 

TSR = 850 ℃ and S/C = 2, the energy and exergy efficiencies of the total gasification 

system can reach as high as 79.5% and 64.6%, respectively. Though the integration of 

energy/exergy recuperation units, 153.44 kW and 136.56 kW of energies or 73.02 kW 

and 74.36 kW of exergies can be recuperated from gasification system and electricity 

generation system, respectively. Due to irreversible combustion process, the gasification 

system contributes the largest exergy destruction, which accounts for almost half of the 

total exergy loss. As a result, this power generation system could produce an electrical 
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power output of 263.65 kW and achieve a total energy efficiency of 37.9% or total 

exergy efficiency of 43.2%, respectively. 

Chapter 5 investigates the hydrodynamics of a small-scale separated-type biomass 

gasification system by the simulation based on cold model and assesses two kinds of 

gas seal structures between BFB and riser. In the case of only siphon structure, due to 

the low solids mass flux, the intended pressure balance between BFB and riser cannot 

be maintained, causing that air of riser breaks through the moving bed layer and flow 

into BFB sometimes. The flow behaviors of BFB and riser present a special periodicity. 

Compared with only siphon structure, the combination of siphon configuration and seal 

tank shows better gas seal performance. Because of the resistance of configuration of 

partition and sand particles accumulated at left side of seal tank, the injected air is 

directed to the riser. 

In the last work as described in Chapter 6, a novel separated-type ATDRM system 

with circulating fluidized bed and exergy recuperation is proposed and simulated, in 

which the DRM combined with POM by circulating fluidized bed is considered. In this 

ATDRM system, with the increase of temperature in the dry reforming reactor, the 

conversions of CO2 and CH4 increase, while the exergy efficiency decreases 

significantly. At the condition of relatively lower CO2/CH4 ratio, the high CO2 

conversion and exergy efficiency can be realized easily, but some CH4 will remain in 

the products. When operating condition of 950 ℃ and CO2/CH4 = 1 was set, the novel 

separated-type ATDRM system can achieve an exergy efficiency of 87.2%. To increase 

the exergy efficiency, about 1055.7 kW of exergy is recuperated from the crude syngas 

cooling process and reused for CO2, O2 and CH4 pre-heating. In this system, the largest 

exergy destruction occurs in the partial oxidation reactor, which accounts for about 
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63.1% of the total exergy loss. Compared with the conventional ATDRM system, the 

exergy of separated-type ATDRM system is slightly lower, however, the CO2 

conversion can be substantially increased about 11.3%. 

7.2   Future perspectives 

Even though the design and development of gasifiers and advanced 

thermochemical conversion systems in this study have been successfully achieved, 

further studies are still necessary. Two main future perspectives for optimization and 

better performance of these gasifiers and systems can be summarized as follows: 

(1) In this study, the flow behavior simulations of gasifiers are implemented under 

cold state. However, the cold state model does not fit the pyrolysis and 

reforming equipment perfectly since high temperature can cause the change of 

physical properties of the gas phase. Therefore, the future work will focus on 

the modeling of both heat transfer and reaction processes to further evaluate 

gasifier performance and provide a guidance in the aspects of design and 

optimization. 

(2) The process simulation in this study mainly focuses on the possibility of novel 

thermochemical conversion process for higher efficiency. The extended studies 

will focus on a detail economic analysis to get the further performance 

evaluation of total system. The economic analysis should include several 

assumptions and detail surveys on the equipment cost, material selection and 

cost, and database related to the equipment in the system, and operating cost. 

Meanwhile, the validation on the economic analysis is also required. In 
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addition, the cost of treatment of possible pollutants from the gasification of 

low-rank coals and biomass and dry reforming of methane will be also taken 

into consideration. Furthermore, how to combine the economic analysis and 

technical analysis to further optimize system is necessary in the future research. 
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